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simple or to contain any projections). We then prove that under suitable assumptions on the
algebra A, the associated crossed product C*-algebra C* (Z, A, a) is simple, and the restriction
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the second part, we introduce a comparison property for minimal dynamical systems (the dynamic
comparison property) and demonstrate sufficient conditions on the dynamical system which ensure
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B = C*(Z, C(X, A), (3) by introducing a subalgebra B{y} of B, which is shown to be large in a
sense that allows properties of B{y} to pass to B. Several conjectures about the deeper structural
properties of B{y} and B are stated and discussed.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The principal subject of this dissertation is the properties of what are known as crossed
product C* -algebras. Let A be a C* -algebra A and consider an integer action Z -> Aut(A)
given by fixing an automorphism a E Aut(A) and taking the action to be n f-> an. Then the
crossed product C* -algebra of A by a is the universal C* -algebra C*(Z, A, a) generated by A
and a formal unitary u satisfying the relation uau* = a(a) for all a E A. We often refer to u
as the implementing unitary for the crossed product. We may construct the crossed product as
the universal C*-completion of the skew group ring A[Z], consisting of formal finite power series
in u with coefficients in A but where the multiplication is twisted by a according to the rule
ua = a(a)u. A special case of this construction that deserves particular attention is when the
algebra A is the algebra C(X) of continuous functions f: X -> C for some compact metric space
X, and the automorphism a is the induced automorphism of a homeomorphism h: X -> X, given
by aU) = f 0 h -1. In this case, the crossed product C*-algebra C*(Z, C(X), a) is usually denoted
C*(Z, X, h) and is called the transformation group C*-algebra of X by h. The pairing of a compact
metric space with a homeomorphism is called a dynamical system. Of particular interest in the
context of transformation group C*-algebras are the dynamical systems where h is a minimal
homeomorphism; that is, there are no proper h-invariant closed subsets of X. For the case of
minimal dynamical systems where the space X is infinite, the associated transformation group
C* -algebras are always simple, and under additional assumptions frequently have nice structural
properties. This will be discussed in more detail shortly.
The study of C*-algebras arising through crossed product constructions has been an area
of significant interest in the Elliott classification program for nuclear C* -algebras, as in many
situations these crossed products are classifiable. Well-known examples such as the irrational
2rotation algebras of [46] have been shown to arise naturally as crossed products, and in [8] it is
shown that these algebras are simple AT-algebras with real rank zero and are thus classifiable by
their K-theory. Various forms of the Rokhlin property have appeared in the literature and these
have been used to establish many structural results about crossed products by automorphisms
with these properties. (For example, see [13], [15], [16], and [17].) The tracial Rokhlin property
for automorphisms of certain simple C*-algebras was first introduced by Osaka and Phillips in
[36], where it is shown that crossed products by automorphisms with the tracial Rokhlin property
preserve real rank zero, stable rank one, and order on projections being determined by traces.
Several versions of the tracial Rokhlin property for actions of finite groups on C* -algebras have
also appeared, such as those of [42] and 13]. Similar results on the structure of the associated
cross products have been obtained in this situation. (For examples see the aforementioned papers,
and also [7].) In the best case, it has been shown that tracial rank zero is preserved under crossed
products by finite group actions with the tracial Rokhlin property, and hence these crossed products
are classifiable by Huaxin Lin's classification theory for C* -algebras with tracial rank zero, provided
they also satisfy the Universal Coefficient Theorem. (See [22], [20], and [21] for the precise details
of this classification theory.)
Perhaps even more successful has been the effort to classify the transformation group
C* -algebras associated to minimal dynamical systems (X, h). The case where the space X is the
Cantor set was analyzed extensively in the work of Giordano, Putnam, and Skau [11], where it is
shown that the transformation group C* -algebras of two minimal homeomorphisms are isomorphic
if and only if the homeomorphisms are strong orbit equivalent. Moreover, it is known that
such transformation group C*-algebras are AT-algebras with real rank zero. The key results
are obtained in Putnam's study [45] of the transformation group C*-algebra through certain useful
approximating subalgebras, having a particularly tractable structure, resulting from a Rokhlin
tower construction. In particular, Putnam's subalgebras were AF-algebras. Putnam's approach
was later massively generalized by Qing Lin and Phillips in the long unpublished preprint [29]
(see also the survey articles [26] and [27]) to give a careful description of the transformation group
C* -algebras arising from minimal diffeomorphisms of smooth compact manifolds in terms of a
direct limit decomposition. In order to study the properties of their approximating subalgebras,
which are much more complicated than Putnam's, Phillips introduced the concept of a recursive
subhomogeneous algebra and studied the structure of this class of algebras and their direct limits
3in [39], [40], and [41]. Subsequently, Huaxin Lin and Phillips showed in [24] that under suitable
K-theoretic conditions, the crossed product of an infinite compact metric space with finite covering
dimension by a minimal homeomorphism has tracial rank zero, and is therefore classifiable.
There is little existing overlap between these two branches of research into crossed
products. The tracial Rokhlin property is formulated for a simple C*-algebra and requires
the existence of many projections, while the C*-algebra C(X) may have few or no non-trivial
projections. Also problematic is the so-called "leftover comparison condition" in the definition of
the tracial Rokhlin property, which we cannot generally expect to be satisfied in the commutative
situation. In fact the tracial Rokhlin property of Osaka and Phillips is only a sensible definition for
simple C*-algebras with a strong condition on the existence of many projections, such as real rank
zero. In the case of finite group actions, Archey has introduced in [3] an analogue of the tracial
Rokhlin property which dispenses with projections in favor of positive elements. Unfortunately,
the leftover comparison condition in this property is still unsuitable for the situation where the
algebra under consideration is C(X) as it uses Cuntz subequivalence, which is too restrictive for
positive elements of C(X) which are given more or less arbitrarily. Specifically, it roughly requires
that the support of one function lie in the support of the other. In this dissertation, we introduce
the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property for automorphisms of a unital, separable C*-algebra A which is
not assumed to be simple. In fact, the C*-algebras in which we will be most interested will be of
the form C(X, A), where X is an infinite compact metric space having finite covering dimension,
and A is a simple, unital, separable C*-algebra with tracial rank zero. By letting A = iC, this class
of algebras includes the algebras C(X) just discussed.
In Chapter II, we define the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property, and show that if a is
an automorphism of A and A has no non-trivial a-invariant ideals, then the crossed product
C*(Z, A, a) is simple. Further, an additional technical assumption about A (specifically, we
assume A is not a scattered C*-algebra) allows us to also show that the restriction mapping
T(C*(Z,A,a)) ---> T",(A), between the simplex of tracial states on the crossed product and the
simplex of a-invariant tracial states on A, is a bijection.
In Chapter III we develop a comparison property for minimal, uniquely ergodic dynamical
systems (X, h, f.L) (where h is a minimal homeomorphism ofthe compact metric space X and f.L is the
unique h-invariant Borel probability measure on X) that roughly says an arbitrary closed set with
smaller measure than an arbitrary open set can be decomposed into closed subsets, which can then
4be moved by powers of h so that they land in the open set and are pairwise disjoint. We term this
the dynamic comparison property, and demonstrate that it should hold at a reasonably high level of
generality by proving that it is implied by another, more basic dynamical property (the topological
small boundary properly). Based on observations about the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property and
the dynamic comparison property, we also suggest possible definitions for a comparison theory of
positive elements in dynamical systems.
In Chapter IV we use this condition to show that (with appropriate hypotheses on X
and A) certain automorphisms (3 of the algebra C(X, A), which act minimally on the center
C(X), have the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property. After examining the structure of ideals in
C(X, A) and of its traciil,l state space, it will follow that the structural theorems of Chapter
II apply the the associated crossed product CO-algebras C*(Z, C(X, A), (3). We also exhibit some
examples of known C*-algebras which can be realized as crossed product C*-algebras of the form
C*(Z,C(X,A),(3) and that are known to have stronger structural properties, which suggests that
such properties might hold for these in some generality.
In Chapter V, we introduce the machinery to begin a more detailed study of the structure
of the transformation group CO-algebras C*(Z,C(X,A),(3) of the previous chapter. The rough
idea is to follow the development of [29] and [24] by approximating the crossed product C*-algebra
B = C*(Z,C(X,A),(3) with a subalgebra B{y} = C*(Z,C(X,A),(3){y} (for y E X) that is the
appropriate analogue of their approximating subalgebras. We demonstrate that B{y} is a direct
limit of certain other subalgebras which generalize the recursive subhomogeneous algebras of [39]
by roughly replacing matrix algebras of the form C(Xk,Mnk ) with C(Xk,Mnk(A)). It is our
hope that the good behavior of the class of recursive subhomogeneous algebras (particularly in
terms of permanence properties for direct limits) is also present in this new class of algebras, and
consequently that they can be used to study the approximating subalgebras B{y} and the crossed
product C*-algebras B.
Chapter VI investigates the relationship between B{y} and B by demonstrating that B{y}
is a large subalgebra of B, a concept introduced by Phillips in [43] to provide a general formalism
for an idea that has already been used for the case of transformation group C·-algebras for minimal
dynamical systems. By Theorem 4.5 of that paper, it follows that the radius of comparison for B
is no greater than that of B {y}. We conclude by offering some conjectures about the structure of
the algebras B{y} and B that we hope to be true, in analogy with known results for C*(Z, X, h).
5CHAPTER II
THE TRACIAL QUASI-ROKHLIN PROPERTY
The following definition is based on Definition 1.1 of [36] and also on the behavior of
automorphisms induced by minimal homeomorphisms. Indeed, one of our main applications of it
will be to automorphisms related to minimal dynamics.
Definition ILL Let A be a separable, unital C*-algebra, and let a E Aut(A). We say that a has
the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property if for every E > 0, every finite set F c A, every n E N, and
every positive element x E A with Ilxll = 1, there exist Co, ... ,en E A such that:
1. 0 ~ Cj ~ 1 for 0 ~ j ~ ni
2. CjCk = 0 for 0 ~ j, k ~ nand j =1= ki
4. Ilcja - aCjl1 < E for 0 ~ j ~ n and for all a E Fi
5. with C = 2:.;=0 Cj, there exist N E N, positive elements eo, ... , eN E A, unitaries
wo, ... ,WN E A, and d(O) I' •• , deN) E Z such that:
(aJ 1 - C~ 2:.~=oej;
(b) Wjad(j) (ej)wjwkad(k) (ek)wk =0 forO ~ j,k ~ N andj i= k;
(c) wjad(j)(ej)w; E xAx for 0 ~ j ~ Ni
6. with C as above, Ilcxcll > 1 - E.
The key differences between this definition and Definition 1.1 of [36] are the change from
projections to positive elements of norm less than or equal to 1, and the statement of condition
6(5) (as compared to condition (3) in Definition 1.1 of [36]). We also make no assumptions about
the simplicity of the algebra A, but it should be noted that this definition is only formulated for
cases where the algebra A is expected to be "a-simple" (have no non-trivial a-invariant ideals);
it is unclear if this definition is useful without that condition. Condition (6) is an additional
requirement, but it is probable that, with certain extra assumptions on A, condition (6) is implied
by condition (5) (this is the case for finite group actions with the tradal Rokhlin property of [42],
when A is stably finite). It is also not clear that condition (5) is actually the most appropriate
formulation for the leftover comparison condition in this situation. We postpone further discussion
to the end of Chapter III.
Lemma 11.2. Let A be a separable, unital C* -algebra, let a E Aut(A), and let u be the canonical
unitary of the crossed product C* -algebra C* (Z, A, a). Given any c; > 0 and n EN, let Co, ... , en E
A satisfy:
1. 0:::; Cj :::; 1 for 0 :::; j :::; n,.
2. CjCk = 0 for 0 :::; j, k :::; nand j =f k;
Proof. Since uau- 1 = a(a) for all a E A, we have
Next, for 0 :::; i :::; j - 1 we obtain the inequality
+ II k+i+l( ) i+l( 'IIa Cj-i-l a Cj-i-l)
Repeated application of this inequality gives
j-l
IICl(Cj)cjll :::; Ilak+j(co)aj(co)11 + 2L Ilcj-i - a(cj-i-dll
i=O
< lIak(eo)coll + 2nc:
= Ilak(co)eo - ckcoll + 2nc:
:::; Ilak(co) - ckll + 2nc:
k-l
:::; 2nc: +L Ilak-i(ci) - ak-i~I(CHdll
i=O
k-l
= 2nc: +L Ila(ci) - CHIlI
i=O
< 2nc: +nc:
= 3nc:,
and so we conclude that
Similarly, for 0 :::; i :::; j - 1 we have the inequality
which gives
IICjUkCjl1 = II Cjak (Cj)u- k jl
:::; IICjak(Cj)11
k-l
:::; Ilaj(co)ak+j(eo)II + 2L Ila(cj-i-l) - Cj-i-I11
i=O
< Ilcoak(co)11 + 2nc:
:::; Ilak(co) - ckll + 2nc:
< 3nc:.
This completes the proof of the desired inequalities.
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8Lemma 11.3. Let A be a separable, unital C* -algebra, let 0: E Aut(A), and let a E C*(Z, A, 0:) be
positive and non-zero. Then for any E > 0, there exist N E Nand aj E A for -N :::; j :::; N such
that Ilaoll = 1 and
N
a - L ajuj < E.
j=-N
Proof. Let E: C* (Z, A, 0:) ----> A be the standard faithful conditional expectation. Set b = a1/2,
which is positive and non-zero. Then as E is faithful, it follows that
E(a) = E(b2 ) = E(b*b) i- 0,
By replacing a with IIE(al11 a if necessary, we may assume that IIE(a)1I = 1. Since Cc(Z,A,o:) is
dense in C*(Z, A, 0:), there exist N EN and bj E A for -N :::; j :::: N such that
N
(a - E(a)) - L bjuj
j=-N
Using
E(a - E(a)) = E(a) - E(E(a)) = E(a) - E(a) = °
and
we estimate
N
< (a - E(a)) - L bjuj
j=-N
9Now set bo = 0 and bj = bj for 1 ::; 111 ::; N. Then
N
(a - E(a)) - L bjuj
j=-N
N
bo+ (a - E(a)) - L bjuj
j=-N
N
::; Ilboll + (a - E(a)) - L bju]
j=-N
< !6" +!6"2 2
=6" .
. By defining aD = E(a) and aj = bj for 1 ::; Iii::; N, it follows that Ilaoll = 1 and
as required.
N
a - L ajuj
j=-N
N
(a - E(a)) - L bjuj < 6",
j=-N
o
Theorem 11.4. Let A be a separable, unital C* -algebra, let a E Aut(A) have the tracial
quasi-Rokhlin property, and suppose that A has no non-trivial a-invariant ideals. Then C* (Z, A, a)
is simple.
Proof. Let J C C*(Z,A,a) be a non-zero ideal, let u E C*(Z,A,a) be the canonical unitary in
the crossed product, set 6" = ~, and let a E J be non-zero and positive. By Lemma 11.3 there exist
n E Nand ak E A for -n ::; k ::; n such that Ilao II = 1 and
For convenience, set M = L:k~o Ilak II· Define continuous functions f, g: [0,1] -> [0, t] by
o t<l- f
- 8
f (t) = lc6 (t - 1) + 2 1 - ~ < t < 1 - lC6
1 t ~ 1 - l~
10
and
{
o
g(t) =
¥(t-1)+1
t<1-t6
t2: 1 -t6'
Setting q = g(a6/ 2 ) and r = !(a6/ 2 ), we have the relations q,r 2: 0, rq = q, and Ilqll = Ilrll = 1.
Now let
I CC = -----,-,..-----..,.-:------:-
12(M(n + 1)2 + 1)
and F = {ak: - n ::; k ::; n}. Apply the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property with F, c' ,n, and q to
obtain CO, ... ,Cn E A such that
1. 0::; Cj ::; 1 for 0 ::; j ::; n;
2. CjCk = 0 for 0::; j,k::; nand j i= k;
5. with C = ~7=o Cj, we have Ilcqcll > 1 - c' .
Using the mutual orthogonality of the Cj, we have·
::; oTltn IICj (a - ktn akuk)Cj II
::; Ila - ktn akukll
11
Since the Cj approximately commute with the ak, we obtain
n n n n
L L Cjakukcj - L L akCjUkCJ
j=Ok=-n j=Ok=-n
Next, applying Lemma II.2 gives
n n n
L L akCjUkCj - L aoc;
j=Ok=-n j=O
n n
L L (Cjak - akCj)ukCj
j=O k=-n
n n
:S L L Ilciak - akCj II
j=O k=-n
n
LLakCjUkC;
j=Ok"fO
n
:S LL IlaklllhukCjl1
j=Ok"fO
< 3n(n + I)Mc'
Finally, orthogonality of the Cj gives c2 = 'L,7=o c;, and using this we get the estimate
n
L aoc; - caOC
j=O
Setting x = 'L,7=o cjacj, it follows that
n
L(aocj - Cjao)Cj
j=O
n
:S L II aocj - cjaoll
j=O
< (n + 1)c'
Ilx - caocil < ~c + ~c + ~c + ~c = c.
We next show that Ilcaocll is sufficiently large. With J(t) as before, for t E [0,1] we have
ItJ(t) - J(t)1 = It - 11 J(t). If t :S 1 - ~, then J(t) = 0 and so this quantity is zero. If t :::: 1 - ~,
12
then It -11 :::; ~. Since 0:::; f(t) :::; 1, this implies It -11 f(t) :::; ~ as well. It follows that
IH/2r - rll = sup Itf(t) - f(t)j :::; kE
tE[O,II
Since rq = q, we have
This gives
1 - E < 1 - E' < Ileqell
:::; I/q - a6/2q ll + II ea6/2 11
< 10 + 11006/21/,
and so Ilea6/21/ > 1 - 210. Now the C*-property, the self-adjointness of e and a6/2 , and 10 = kgive
Now suppose that J n A = O. By Theorem 3.1.7 of [35], A + J is a C*-subalgebra of C*(Z, A, a),
and the assumption that J n A = 0 implies that the projection map 71': A + J --+ (A + J)jJ is
isometric when restricted to A (and of course it is norm-reducing in general). Since oooe E A and
x E J, it follows that
1
9
6 < Ileaoell = 1171'( OOoe)II = II 71'( OOoe - x)11 :::; Ileaoe - xii < k,
a contradiction. So there must be a non-zero element in J n A. Finally, we claim that J n A is an
a-invariant ideal of A. To see this, let b E J n A. Then a(b) = ubu* E J since J is an ideal, and
clearly a(b) E A, so a(b) E J n A. Thus, J n A is a non-zero a-invariant ideal of A, which implies
that J n A = A. It follows that J = C*(Z, A, a), and so C*(Z, A, a) is simple. o
--_._----- - ------------
13
Lemma 11.5. Let f E C([O,l]). For anye > 0, there is a 0 > 0 (depending on both e and f)
such that if A is a unital C* -algebra and a, b E A satisfy 0 ::; a, b ::; 1, then II ab - ba II < 0 implies
IIf(b)a - af(b)11 < e.
Proof By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, there is a polynomial p(z) = Cmzm +... +Cl Z + CO such
that SUPXE[O,ljllf(x) - p(x)11 < ~e. For any n EN, we have
It follows by induction that Ilbna - abnll ::; n jlba - abll. Setting
0- e
- 3m(1 + L lei I) ,
we obtain the estimate
Ilf(b)a - af(b)11 ::; IIf(b)a - p(b)all + IIp(b)a - ap(b)11 + Ilap(b) - af(b)11
m
::; 211all' sup Ilf(x) - p(x) II + Lj ICjlllba - abll
XE[O,l] j=O
n
< 1e + mo 2: ICj I
j~O
< ~e + Ie3 3
= e,
as desired. o
Lemma 11.6. Let f E C([O, 1]). For every e > 0, there is a 0 > 0 (depending on both e and f)
such that if A is a unital C*-algebra and a, bE A satisfy 0 ::; a, b,::; 1, then Iia - bll < 0 implies
IIf(a) - f(b)1I < e.
Proof By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, there is a polynomial p(z) = cmzm +... +CIZ + CO such
that SUPxE[O,l] Ilf(x) - p(x)11 < ~e. For any n E N, we have
14
It follows by induction that Ilan - bnll :s: nlIa - bll. Setting
we obtain the estimate
Ilf(a) - f(b)11 :s: Ilf(a) - p(a)11 + IIp(a) - p(b)11 + IIp(b) - f(b)11
m
:s: 2· sup IIf(x) - p(x)11 ~j ICjllia - bll
xE[O,l] j=O
n
< ~e +m6~ ICjl
j=O
< .£e + Ie3 3
=e,
as desired. o
Definition 11.7. Let A be a separable, unital C* -algebra, and let T(A) denote the set of tracial
states on A. For a E Aut(A), we say a trace r E T(A) is a-invariant if r(a(a» = r(a) for all
a E A. For a E Aut(A), we adopt the notation
Ta(A) = {r E T(A): r is a-invariant}.
Lemma 11.8. Let A be a separable, unital CO-algebra, let a E Aut(A), and let r E Ta(A). Then
the set I = {a E A: r(a*a) = O} is an a-invariant ideal of A.
Proof The map a ~ r(a"a) is clearly a bounded linear functional A -+ C, so the set I =
{a E A: r(a"a) = O} is closed. In Section 3.4 of [35] it is shown that I is a closed left ideal of
A (using Theorem 3.3.7 there). As r(aa" = r(a*a), it is clear that a E I if and only if a* E I.
Therefore I is a closed left ideal of A that is closed under adjoints. But then for any b E A and
a E I, we have b* E A and a* E I. Since I is a left ideal of A, we get b"a* E I, and since I is closed
under adjoints, it follows that ab = (b*a")* E I. Therefore, I is an ideal of A.
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Finally, given a E I, the a-invariance of T implies that
T((a(a))*(a(a))) = T(a(a*)a(a)) = T(a(a*a)) = T(a*a) = 0,
and this gives a(a) E I. Therefore, I is a-invariant. o
Proposition II.9. Let A be a separable, unital C*-algebra, let a E Aut(A), and assume that A
has no a-invariant ideals. Then given any T E T",(A) and any yEA with sp(y) = [0,1]' and with
p, the spectral measure for T on C*(y, 1), there is an open interval U C [0,1] such that U i- 0 and
p,(U) < c.
Proof. Since A has no non-trivial a-invariant ideals, Lemma II.S implies that
{a E A: T(a*a) = O} = 0, and so T is faithful. Let V C [0,1] be any non-empty open
interval, let Xo E V, and define f E C*(y, 1) ~ C([O,I]) by setting f(xo) = 1, f(x) = a for
x E [0,1.] \ V, and extending continuously with the Tietze Extension Theorem. Then a :s; f :s; 1
and f i- 0, which imply that
Hence all non-empty open intervals in [0,1] have positive p,-measure. For n = 2,3,4, ... define
open intervals Un C [0,1] by Un = (n~l' ~). Then the collection (Un):=l is pairwise disjoint, and
p,(Un) > a for all n ::::: 1 by the previous argument. By pairwise disjointness it follows that
and so this series converges. Thus for some N E N we must have L:~N p,(Un) < c, and so by
setting U = UN we obtain a non-empty open interval U C [0,1] with p,(U) < c. o
In order for the previous lemma to be useful we must know that our C* -algebra A contains
a positive element with spectrum equal to [0,1]. We thus introduce the following definition.
Definition II.IO. A C*-algebra A is called scattered if every state on A is atomic; that is} given
any state W on A, there exist pure states (Wj)~l and real numbers (tj)~l) satisfying tj ::::: a for
all j ::::: 1 and L:~l tj = 1, such that
00
W = LtjWj.
j=l
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By Theorem 2.2 of [18], a C*-algebra is scattered if and only if the spectrum of every
self-adjoint element of A is countable. The argument in the fourth fact about scattered C*-algebras
on page 61 of [1] shows that if A is unital and not scattered, then there is a positive element yEA
with sp(y) = [O,lJ. For the case in which we have the most interest the algebras involved are not
scattered. See Proposition IV.20 for the justification of this claim.
Proposition 11.11. Let A be a separable, unital C*-algebra that is not scattered, let a E Aut(A)
have the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property, and assume that A has no non-trivial a-invariant ideals.
Then for every c > 0, every finite set F c A, every n E N, and every 7 E T",(A), there exist
Co, ... , Cn E A such that
1. 0:::; Cj :::; 1 for 0 :::; j :::; n;
2. CjCk = 0 for 0 :::; j, k :::; nand j f:- k;
4. Ilacj - cjall < c for 0:::; j :::; n and for all a E F;
5. with C= 'L,?=o Cj, we have 7(1 - C) < c.
Proof. Let c > 0, Fe A finite, n EN, and 7 E T",(A) be given. Since A is not scattered, there is
ayE A with sp(y) = [0,1]. Let f.L be the spectral measure for 7 on C*(y, 1) So! C([O, 1]), so that
for all f E C([O, 1]). By Proposition II.9, there is a non-empty open interval I C [0,1] such that
f.L(I) < c. Since I is an open interval, there exist 0 < to < tl < tz < t3 < t4 < ts < t6 < 1 such
that I = (to,t6)' Define continuous functions f,g: [O,lJ -+ [0,1] by
0 0:::; t < tl
.i.=!L tl :::; t < tzt2- t l
f(t) = 1 tz :::; t < t4
.J.i.=!.. t4 :::; t < tsts-t4
0 ts :::; t :::; 1
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and
o 0 ::; t < t2
g(t) =
Then supp(f),supp(g) C I, fg = g, and f,g =I- O. Set x = g(y) and b = f(y). Then 0::; x::; b::; 1
and xb = bx = x. Now for any a E xAx with 0::; a ::; 1, we have a = b1/ 2 ab1/ 2 ::; b1/ 2 (llall·1)b1/ 2 ::;
b, and so T(a) ::; T(b). It follows that for any a E xAx, we have
Now apply the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property with c, P, n, and x, obtaining co, ... ,en E A such
that:
1. 0::; Cj ::; 1 for 0 ::; j ::; n;
2. CjCk = 0 for 0 ::; j, k ::; nand j =I- k;
4. Ilacj - cjall < c for 0 ::; j ::; n and for all a E P;
5. with C = '2:,7=0 Cj, there exists N E N, positive elements eo, •.. , eN E A, unitaries
Wo, ... ,WN E A, and d(O), ... ,d(N) E Z such that:
(a) 1- C ::; '2:,~=0 ej;
(b) ad(jl(ej)oAkl(ek) = 0 for 0::; j,k::; N;
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Then the linearity and a-invariance of T imply that
N
= LT(ej)
j=O
N
= LT (ad(j) (ej))
j=O
N
='= LT(wiwjad(j)(ej))
j=O
N
= LT (wjad(j)(ej)w;)
j=O
= T (t wjad(j) (ej )W;)
J=O
< c:,
which completes the proof. o
Theorem II.12. Let A be a separable, unital C* -algebra that is not scattered, let a E Aut(A)
have the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property, and suppose that A has no non-trivial a-invariant ideals.
Then the restriction map T(C*(Z,A,a)) --4 T",(A) is bijective.
Proof. We first verify that every trace on T(C*(Z,A,a)) is a-invariant when restricted to A, so
that the restriction map indeed has codomain T",(A). For any T E T(C*(Z,A,a)) and any a E A,
we have
T(a(a)) = T(uau*) = T(au*u) = T(a),
and so this is in fact the case.
Next, we show that the restriction map is injective. Let T E T(C*(Z, A, a)), let c: > 0 be
given, let a E A be non-zero, let kEN \ {O}, and let u E C* (Z, A, a) be the canonical unitary. Set
F = {a} and choose n E N such that n> k and
1 c:2
-<-:-;:-:.".----,,--------.,..
n 16k2(lla*all +1)'
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Apply Lemma II.5 with f(x) = Vi to obtain 61 (E) > 0 such that for all b, e E A with 0 :::; b, e:::; 1
and Ilbe - ebll < 61(E), we have
Similarly, apply Lemma 11.6 with the same f to obtain 62(c) > 0 such that for all b, e E A with
0:::; b, e:::; 1 and lie - bll < 62(E), we have
11
1/2 bl/211 E
e - < 8nk(llall + 1)'
Define
{
1 E
2
}6 = min 2n3+ n2+ 1,61 (E), 62(E), 4(T(a*a) + 1)
and apply Proposition n.ll with 6, F, n, and T (identifying T with its image in T",(A) under the
restriction map) to obtain Co, •.• , Cn E A such that:
1. 0 :::; Cj :::; 1 for 0 :::; j :::; n;
2. CjCk = 0 for 0 :::; j, k :::; nand j =1= k;
5. with C = 'L.7=o Cj, we have T(l - c) < 6.
By the choice of 6, and since automorphisms commute with continuous functional calculus,
we further obtain
II ( 1/2) 1/211 Ea Cj - Cj+l < 8nk(llall + 1)
for 0 :::; j :::; n - k, and
for 0 :::; j :::; n. It is easy to see that 0 :::; C :::; 1 and hence also 0 :::; 1 - C :::; 1. Then (1 - C)I/2
is a well-defined positive element of A that satisfies 1 - c :::; 1. Observing that that continuous
functions fo,ft: [0,1] ----; [0,1] given by fo(t) = t 2 and h(t) = t satisfy fa :::; It, continuous
functional calculus gives (1 - c)2 :::; (1 - c). It follows that r«l - c)2) :::; T(l - c) and so the
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Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields
Hauk(l - c))1 2 :S T((l - c)*(l - C))T((auk)(auk)*)
= T((1- C)2)T((aUk)*(auk))
= T((l - C)2)T(U-ka*auk)
= T((l - c)2)T(a*a)
:S T(l - C)T(a*a)
< OT(a*a).
Hence Hauk(1- c))1 < VOT(a*a) < ~E.
Next, we observe that if e, b E A are positive, then eb = 0 implies that e1/ 2b1/ 2 = 0 as
well. Indeed, the C* -property gives
which implies that bl / 2 e = O. This gives
which implies that e1/ 2b1/ 2 = 0 as claimed. In particular, for 0 :S j ~ n - k, we have c}/2 c;~2k = 0,
and so T(c}~2kaukc;/2) = T(aukcY2c;~2k) = O. For 0 :S j :S n - k, we also have the inequality
k-l
IIak(c}/2) - c;~2kll :S L Ilak-i(c;~~) - ak-i-l(c;~~+l)11
i=Ok-l
= L lIa(c;~~) - c;~~+lll
i=O
< kO.
It follows that for 0 :::; j :::; n - k,
IT(aukCj)1 = IT(aukc;/2C;/2)1
= IT(aak(c;/2)UkC;/2) I
:::; IT(aak(c;/2)Ukcy2) - T(aC;~~ukCY2)1 + IT(aC;~2kUkC;/2)1
= IT(a(ak(c;/2) - C;~~)UkC;/2)1 + IT((aC;~~ - c;~~a)ukc;/2)1
:::; IITlllla(ak(c;/2) - C;~~)UkC;/211 + IITIIII(ac;~2k - c;~~a)ukcY211
:::; Ilallllak(c;/2) - c;~q + Ilac;~2k - c;~2kall
< Iiall k (8nk(II:11 +1)) + 8~
e
<-.4n
For 0 :::; k :::; n - 1 the a-invariance of T implies that
and so we obtain
n n
(n + 1)T(CO) - 2:T(Cj) :::; 2: IT(Cj) - T(CO)/
j=O j=1
n j-l
:::; 2:L !T(Cj_i) - T(Cj-i-dl
j=1 i=O
n
< 2:j<5
j",1
Now, since 0 :::; c:::; 1, we have L~=o T( Cj) :::; 1. Combining this with the previous result gives
n
(n + l)T(CO) < n2<5 + 2:T(Cj) :::; n2<5 + 1,
j=O
and this implies that
2<5 + 1 ...L + 1 1T(CO) < n < 1!!....- < _.
n+l n+l n
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Further, since IT(cj) - T(co)1 < nb for 1 ::::; j ::::; n (this follows by iterating one of the previous
inequalities with the triangle inequality), we conclude that for 0::::; j ::::; n, we have
() , () ,n
20+1 (2n2 +n)b+1 ~+1 1
T Cj < nu + T Co < nu + < < -- = -
n+1 n+1 n+1 n
Now 0 ::::; c) ::::; 1 implies that cJ ::::; Cj by the same functional calculus argument that was used to
show (1- c)2::::; 1- c, and consequently 0::::; T(CJ)::::; T(Cj). Applying Theorems 3.3.2 and 3.3.7 of
[35] gives
IT(aukcj)1 2 ::::; IITII T((aukCj)*(aukcj))
= T((ukCj)*a*a(ukcj))
::::; Ila*all T((UkCj)*(ukCj))
= Ila*all T(CJ)
::::; lIa'all T(Cj)
< Ila'ali
n
e: 2
< 16k2 '
which implies Haukcj)1 < :k'
Finally, we compute
IT(au~)1 ::::; IT(auk(l - c))! + Haukc) I
n-k n
< 1e: + L IT(aukCj) I+ L IT(aukCj) I
j=O j=n-k+!
n-k n
< Ie: + '" !..... + '" !.....2 LJ 4n LJ 4k
)=0 j=n-k+!
< Ie: + Ie: + Ie:
- 2 4 4
=e:.
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Since E > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that T(auk ) = O. Now if k E Z with k < 0, then the
previous argument implies that T(a*u- k ) = 0, and therefore
Thus for any T E T(C*(Z, A, a)), any non-zero a E A, and any k E Z\ {O}, we have T(auk ) = O. Let
E: C*(Z, A, a) --> A be the standard conditional expectation. Then for any element "£f=-N ajuj E
Cc(Z, A, a), we have
and so T = ToE on a dense subset of C*(Z, A, a). This implies that the restriction map
T(C*(Z,A,a)) --> T",(A) is injective.
For surjectivity, let T E T",(A), and let E be the standard conditional expectation
introduced above. We claim that T = ToE is a tradal state on C*(Z, A, a) that satisfies TIA = T.
It is clear that T is a positive linear map since both T and E are positive, and we compute
T(l) = T(E(l)) = T(l) = 1. Let a = aoum and b = boun for some ao, bo E A and m, n E Z. Then
we obtain the formulas
and
If m =I n, then E(ab) = 0 = E(ba), and consequently T(ab) = 0 = T(ba). So assume that m = -n,
which implies E(ab) = aoa-n(bo) and E(ba) = boan(ao). Using the a-invariance of T and the
trace property, we obtain
which implies that
T(ab) = T(E(ab)) = T(E(ba)) = T(ba).
Since the dense subset Cc(Z, A, a) of C* (Z, A, a) is linearly spanned by elements of the form aun for
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a E A and nEZ, it follows that i is a tracial state on C*(Z, A, a). Since E(a) = a for all a E A, we
clearly have il A = T, which completes the proof that the restriction map T(C*(Z,A,a)) - .. To:(A)
is surjective, and hence a bijection. D
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CHAPTER III
COMPARISON IN CERTAIN MINIMAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Applications of dynamics to C* -algebras frequently require the use of techniques from
both topology and measure theory. It is theref~re crucial that given a dynamical system (X, h),
there is some degree of control over the interactions between the topological dynamics (given by
h) and the space Mh(X) of h-invariant Borel probability measures on X. In this chapter, we shall
develop a condition which tells us these interactions behave in a reasonably nice way, which will
playa crucial role in demonstrating that the tradal quasi-Rokhlin property is satisfied by certain
automorphisms related to dynamical systems.
Notation III.l. Throughout, we let X be an infinite compact metric space with finite covering
dimension, and let h: X --4 X be a minimal homeomorphism. The corresponding minimal
dynamical system (X, h) will frequently be denoted simply by X, with the homeomorphism h
understood. For x E X and c > 0, we will denote the c-ball centered at x by
B(x,c) = {y E X: d(x,y) < c}.
Lemma III.2. Let (X,h) be as in Notation III. 1. If U c X is non-empty and open, then
X = U~=-oo hn(U). Moreover, f-t(U) > 0 for all f-t E Mh(X),
Proof Set Y = X \ U~=-OO hn(U), which is closed. Let y E h(Y), so that y = h(y') for some
y' E Y. If y ¢ Y, then we must have y E hn(U) for some nEZ, and we may write y = h(x) for some
x E hn-1(U). But then h(y') = h(x) implies that y' = x, a contradiction since y' ¢ U~=-OO hn(U).
Thus h(Y) C Y and now the minimality of h implies that Y = 0 or Y = X. But clearly
U~=-OO hn(U) i= 0, and hence Y i= X. Therefore Y = 0 and X = U~-OO hn(U).
-------------
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Now suppose that /--L(U) == 0 for some /--L E Mh(X), Then the h-invariance of /--L implies that
a contradiction. D
The following version of Urysohn's Lemma (see [48]) will be used frequently without
comment in many of the arguments that follow. Note that we take the definition of supp(J)
to be
supp(J) = {x EX; f(x) -I- O}.
Proposition 111.3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Let FeE c X with F closed and E
open. Then there is a continuous function f; X ---> [0,1] such that f = 1 on F and supp(J) c E.
Lemma 111.4. Let (X, h) be as in Notation III.l. For any c > 0 and any non-empty open set
U C X, there is a non-empty open set E c U such that /--L(E) < c for all /--L E Mh(X),
Proof. Let x E U, and let 0 > 0 be such that B(x,o) C U. Define a sequence (En);':'=o of open sets
by En = B(x,o/(n+ 1)). Then E n+1 C En for all n EN, and n:=oEn = {x}. Choose continuous
functions fn; X ---> [0,1] with fn == 1 on E n+1 and supp(Jn) C En. Then fn ~ fn+! for all n E N.
Now each fn defines an affine function In on Mh(X) by
It is easily seen that the minimality of h implies that /--L( {x}) = 0 for all /--L E Mh(X). Applying the
Dominated Convergence Theorem, we conclude that
lim In(/--L) = lim ( fn d/--L = ( lim fn d/--L = /--L({x}) = O.n~oo n~ooJx Jxn~~
for all /--L E Mh(X). It follows that the monotone decreasing sequence (In);':'=l of continuous
functions converges pointwise to the continuous affine function f = 0 on the compact set Mh(X),
and so Dini's Theorem implies that the convergence is uniform. Therefore, there is an N E N such
that fN(/--L) < c for all /--L E Mh(X). Finally, set E = EN+!, Then E C U, and fNle = 1 implies
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that
o
The following definition has been proposed by N. Christopher Phillips [44J as an analogue
of a transversality property for manifolds. Its importance in our development will become apparent
later.
Definition I11.5. Let (X, h) be as in Notation III. 1. A closed subset F C X is said to be
topologically h-small if there is some mE Z+ such that whenever d(O),d(l), ... ,d(m) are m + 1
distinct elements of Z, then hd(O) (F) n hd(l) (F) n ... n hd(m)(F) = 0. The smallest such constant
m is called the topological smallness constant. We say (X, h) has the topological small boundary
property if whenever F, K c X are disjoint compact sets, then there exist open sets U, V C X such
that FeU, K c V, U n V = 0, and au is topologically h-small.
The next two propositions describe how closed and open sets can be approximated in
measure by sets with topologically small boundaries.
Proposition 111.6. Suppose that (X, h) has the topological small boundary property, and let 10 > 0
be given. Then for any closed subset F C X any open subset E C X with FeE, and any
h-invariant Borel probability measure f-L on X, there is an open subset U C X such that FeU c
VeE, au is topologically h-small, and f-L(U) - f-L(F) < c.
Proof. Using the regularity of f-L choose an open set Wo such that F C Wo and f-L(Wo) - f-L(F) < 10,
and set WI = Wo n E. Then F c WI C E, and f-L(WI) - f-L(F) ::; f-L(Wo) - f-L(F) < c. Since X is
locally compact Hausdorff, there is an open set W C X such that W is compact and FeW c
W c WI' Then we also have f-L(W) - f-L(F) ::; J-L(WI) - J-L(F) < c. Set K = X \ W, which is a
compact subset of X disjoint from F, and apply the topological small boundary property to F and
K, obtaining open sets U, V C X such that FeU, K c V, Un V = 0, and au is topologically
h-small. Since K C V, it follows that Un (X \ W) = 0 as well, and so U c W. Then U C WeE,
and J-L(U) - J-L(F) ::; f-L(W) - J-L(F) < c. 0
Proposition III. 7. Suppose (X, h) has the topological small boundary property, and let 10 > 0 be
given. Then for any open set E eX, any f-L E Mh(X), and any (j 2: 0 with (j < J-L(E), there is an
open set U C E such that U C E, au is topologically h-small, J-L(E) - J-L(U) < 10, and (j < f-L(U),
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Proof. Set S = min {~c, ~(fL(E) - a)}, and use the regularity of fL to choose a compact set FeE
with fL(E) - fL(F) < S. Since X is locally compact Hausdorff, there is an open set W with W
compact satisfying FeW c WeE. Set K = X \ W. Then F and K are disjoint compact
subsets of X, so we may apply the small boundary property to obtain open sets U, V C X such
that FeU, K c V, Un V = 0, and aU is topologically h-small. Then Un (X \ W) = 0, which
implies U C W, and then we immediately have U C WeE as required. Finally, FeU c E
implies that fL(E) - fL(U) ::; fL(E) - fL(F) < S< c, and that
fL(U) - a = (fL(E) - a) - (fL(E) - fL(U))
> (fL(E) - a) - c5
~ ~(fL(E) - a)
> 0,
which gives a < fL(U) as required. o
The following theorem is the well-known Rokhlin tower construction, where the space X
is decomposed in terms of a closed set Y C X and the "first return times to Y" for the points of
X. We show that a Rokhlin tower can be made compatible with some given partition of X by sets
with non-empty interior, in the sense that the interior of each level in the tower is contained in
exactly one set of the partition.
Theorem 111.8. Let (X, h) be as in Notation III. 1. Let Y C X be a closed set with int(Y) =1= 0.
For y E Y, define r(y) = min {m ~ 1: hm(y) E Y}. Then SUPyEY r(y) < 00, so there are finitely
many distinct values n(O) < n(l) < ... < n(l) in the range of r. For 0::; k ::; l, set
Then:
Yk = {y E Y: r(y) = n(k)} and YkO = int({y E Y: r(y) = n(k)}).
1. the sets h-i(ykO) are pairwise disjoint for 0::; k::; I and 0::; j::; n(k) -1;
3 Ul un(kl-l hj(V ) - X. k=O j=O L k - .
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Moreover, given any finite partition P of X (consisting of sets with non-empty interior), there
exist closed sets Zo, ... , Zm C Y and non-negative integers t(O) :::; t(1) :::; ... :::; t(m) such that with
ZkO) = Zk \ BZk (which may be empty) for 0 :::; k :::; m, we have:
1. the sets hJ(ZkO)) are pairwise disjoint for 0 :::; k :::; m and 0 :::; j :::; t( k) - 1;
3 Um Ut (k)-1 hJ(Z ) = X'
. k=O J=O k ,
4. for 0:::; k :::; m and 0:::; j :::; t(k) -1, the set hJ(ZkO)) is contained in exactly one PEP.
Proof. The finiteness of r(y) and all statements concerning the sets Yk are shown in [29]. Now
suppose we have a finite partition P of X consisting of sets with non-empty interior. For each
o :::; k :::; l, the set
is a cover of Yk by a finite collection of sets with non-empty interior. Write Bk = {B1 , ... ,BN } for
an appropriate choice of N E N. Let Ck be the collection of all sets of the form D = n7:1 Gi , where
each for each i, there is a j E {I, ... ,N} such that either Gi = Bj or Gi = Yk \Bj • Set Co = U%=O Ck
and C = {D: DECo}, both of which are finite collections of sets. Write C = {Zb, ... ,Z:,.J, and
for 0 :::; i :::; m, set t(i) = n(k) where Z: = D and DECk' Without loss of generality, arrange
the order of the sets Zb, ... , z:,.. so that t(O) :::; t(l) :::; ... :::; t(m). Finally, define Zk and ZkO) for
0:::; k:::; m by
Then Zo, . .. , Zm is a cover of Y by closed sets with the desired properties. o
It is technically important to have some control over the boundary BY of a closed set Y C
X used in the construction of a Rokhlin tower as above. In [29] this is accomplished by restricting
to the situation where X is a compact smooth manifold and h is a minimal diffeomorphism, then
requiring that BY satisfy a certain transversality condition. Definition III.5 is an attempt. to
formulate an analogous property for the case of a more general compact metric space. For our
purposes, we will find it convenient to use another type of smallness property for closed sets, also
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proposed by N. Christopher Phillips. The connection between Definition IlL5 and the following
one is given by Proposition lILl5.
Definition 111.9. Let (X, h) be as in Notation III. 1. Let Fe X be closed and let U C X be open.
We write F --< U if there exist MEN, Uo, ... , UM C X open, and d(O), ... ,d(M) E Z such that:
3. the sets hd(j) (Uj ) are pairwise disjoint for 0 ~ j ~ M.
We say the closed set F is thin if F --< U for every non-empty open set U eX.
It is clear that any closed subset of a thin set is thin, and hence the intersection of
arbitrarily many thin sets is thin. It is also clear that if F is thin, then so is hn(F) for any n E Z.
Lemma 111.10. Let (X, h) be as in Notation III. 1. Suppose that F C X is closed and U C X is
open with F --< U. Then there is an open set V C X such that F C V and V --< U.
Proof Since F --< U, there exist MEN, UO, ... ,UM c X open, and d(O), ... ,d(M) E Z such
that F C U~o Uj and such that the sets h-d(j) (Uj ) are pairwise disjoint subsets of U. Let
M' -E = Uj=o Uj , and use X locally compact Hausdorff to choose an open set V with V compact
satisfying F eVe VeE. Then V --< U using the same open sets Uj and integers d(j) as for
F. D
Lemma 111.11. Let (X, h) be as in Notation III.1. If F c X is thin, then f-l(F) = 0 for all
f-l E Mh(X),
Proof Let c > 0 be given, and choose N E N such that liN < c. Since the action of h on
X is free, there is a point x E X such that x, h(x), ... , hN (x) are distinct. Choose disjoint
open neighborhoods Uo, ... ,UN of these points, and let U = nf=o h-j(Uj ), which is an open
neighborhood of x such that U, h(U), ... , hN(U) are pairwise disjoint. Now let f-l E Mh(X). Then
using the h-invariance of f-l, it follows that
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which gives f-L(U) < liN < c. Since F is thin, we have F -< U, and so there exist MEN,
Uo, ... ,UM C X open, and d(O), ... , d(M) E Z such that F C U~o Uj and such that the sets
hd(j) (Uj ) are pairwise disjoint subsets of U for 0 s: j s: M. Then again using the h-invariance of
f-L, we have
Since c > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that f-L(F) = O.
Lemma III.12. Let (X, h) be as in Notation III.1.
o
1. If F I , F2 C X are closed and VI, V2 C X are open such that F I -< VI, F2 -< V2 , and
Vl nV2 =0, then F I UF2 -< VI UV2 •
2. The union of finitely many thin sets in X is thin.
Proof. To prove (1), simply observe that since Vl nV2 = 0, the union of a pairwise disjoint collection
of subsets of VI and a pairwise disjoint collection of subsets of V2 is still pairwise disjoint.
For (2), it is sufficient to prove that the union of two thin sets is thin. Let F I , F2 C X
be thin closed sets, and let U C X be a non-empty open set. Since h is minimal there must be
distinct points XI, X2 C U. Let VI C U and V2 cUbe disjoint open neighborhoods of XI and X2
respectively. Then F I -< VI and F2 -< V2 , and now part 1 implies that F I U F2 -< VI U V2 C U,
which proves that F I U F2 is thin. o
Lemma IIL13. Let (X, h) be as in Notation III.1. Let Fe X be a thin closed set, and let U C X
be open. Then there exist N E N, Fo, ... , FM C X closed, and d(O), ... , d(M) E Z such that:
3. the sets hd(j) (Fj ) are pairwise disjoint for 0 s: j s: M.
Proof. Since F is thin, we have F -< U, and so there exist N E N, Uo, ... , UM C X open, and
d(O), ... , d(M) E Z such that F c U~o Uj and the sets hd(j) (Uj) are pairwise disjoint subsets of U
for 0 s: j s: M. Now temporarily fix j E {O, ... , M}. For each x E Uj , let v1j ) be a neighborhood
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of x such that VYl c V~) C Uj . Then { Vx(j) : x E Uj ,a:s: j ::; M} is an open cover for F, hence it
contains a finite subcover. For a:s: j :s: M let 5 j be the (possibly empty) collection of all sets VYl
that appear in the finite subcover for F, and set Fj = UVESj V. Note that Fj = 0 if the collection
5 j is empty. Then each Fj is closed (being the union of finitely many closed sets) and satisfies
Fj C Uj . It follows that the sets hd(j) (Fj ) are pairwise disjoint subsets of U for 0 :s: j :s: M. 0
Lemma 111.14. Suppose that do, ... , dm are m + 1 distinct integers, and that nj, n2 are distinct
integers (but not necessarily distinct from the di ). Then the set
contains at least m + 2 distinct integers.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that do < d] < ... < dm and nj < n2. Then we have
which provides m + 2 distinct integers in the set {di + nj: 0::; i ::; m,j = 1, 2}. o
Proposition 111.15. Let (X, h) be as in Notation II!. 1. If F c X is topologically h-small, then
F is thin.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the smallness constant m. First consider the case where
the smallness constant is m = 1. Then given j, k E Z with j -I k, we have hj (F) n hk(F) =
0. Let U C X be open and non-empty, and let Va CUbe open and non-empty with Va C
X. By Lemma III.2, {hn(Vo): n E Z} is an open cover for F, so there exists a finite subcover
{h-d(O)(VO), ... , h-d(M)(Vo)}. Set Fj = Fnh-d(j)(Vo). Then the sets hd(j) (Fj ) are closed, disjoint
(since hd(j)(Fj ) C hd(j)(F) and these sets are disjoint) and satisfy hd(j)(Fj ) C V o C U. Since X
is normal, there exist disjoint open sets Wo, ... , WM C X such that hd(j)(Fj ) C Wj' Finally, for
a :s: j :s: M set Uj = h-d(j)(Wj n U). Then F C U~o Uj , and the sets hd(j)(Uj ) are pairwise
disjoint (being subsets of the Wj) and contained in U.
Now let m 2: 1, and suppose that closed sets which are topologically h-small with smallness
constant m are thin. Let F C X be topologically h-small with smallness constant m + 1. For
j, k E Z with j -I k, define Fj,k = hj (F) n hk(F). We claim that the sets Fj,k are topologically
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h-small with smallness constant m. To see this, let do, ... , dm be m + 1 distinct integers, and let
j, k E Z with j i k. By Lemma III.14, the set {d; + l: ,0 SiS m, l = j, k} contains at least m+2
distinct integers. It follows that
m
hdo(Fj,k) n··· n hdm(Fj,d = n(hdi+j(F) n hdi+k(F)) = 0,
;=0
which proves the claim. Now choose disjoint, non-empty open sets Vj , Vz c U, and choose
disjoint, non-empty open sets Zj, Z2 with Zj C Vi and Zz C Vz. By Lemma III,2, the collection
{hn(Zj): n E Z} is an open cover for F, so it contains a finite subcover {h-no (Zj), . .. ,h-nK (Zj)}.
Set T = {(j, k): 0 S j < k S K} and for each (j, k) E T define Dj,k = hnj (F)nhnk (F)nZI' which is
a closed subset of Fnj,nk' By the earlier claim, Dj,k is topologically h-small with smallness constant
m, and so it is thin by the induction hypothesis. Choose pairwise disjoint open sets Sj,k C Zz for
(j, k) E T. Since each Dj,k is thin, there exist M(j, k) E N, Uj,°J,o'" ., U;,~,M(j,k) C X open, and
dj,k(O), ... , dj,k(M(j, k)) E Z such that:
1 D· C UM(j,k) U(O) .
. },k ;=0 j,k,;'
2. hdj .d ;) (u(o) .) C S k',J,k,. J,
3. the sets hdj.k(i)(U;'~,;) are pairwise disjoint for 0 SiS M(j, k).
Set
D = U h-nj(Dj,k)
(j,k)ET
and (
M(j'k) )
Wo = U h-nj U U;~,i .
(j,k)ET ;=0
Then D is closed, Wo is open, and D CWo. Choose W C X open such that DeW c W cWo.
For 0 S j S K, set Fj = h-nj (Zd n (X \ W) n F, which is closed. Let x E F and suppose x ¢ W.
For some j E {O, ... , K}, we have x E h-nj(Zl). Then x E F, x E h-nj(Zl), and x E X \ w, so
.x E Fj . It follows that {Fa, ... ,FK, W} covers F. Next suppose that x E hnj(Fj ) n hnk(Fk) for
some (j,k) E T. Then there are Xj E Fj and Xk E Fk such that hnj(xj) = x = hnk(Xk)' Since
Fj,Fk C F we certainly have x E hnj(F) n hnk(F). Moreover, Xj = h-nj(x) E h-nj(Zd, which
gives x E Zl. It follows that x E Dj,k> and so also Xj = h-nj(x) E h-nj(Dtj,k) C W. This implies
Xj ¢ Fj , a contradiction. Therefore, the sets hnj(Fj ) are pairwise disjoint. Since hnj(Fj ) C Zl,
they are all subsets of VI' Using the normality of X, choose non-empty pairwise disjoint open sets
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uci°), ... ,uj}) C X such that hnj (Fj ) C UjO) C VI. For an appropriate MEN, re-index the sets
and
{no, ... , nK} U{ nj + dj,k(i): (j, k) E T,O ::; i ::; M(j, k)}
as {Uo, ... ,UM} and {d(O), ... ,d(M)} respectively. Then F C U~oUj and the sets hdU)(Uj )
are pairwise disjoint subsets of U for 0 ::; j ::; M. It follows that F is thin, completing the
induction. o
Corollary 111.16. Let (X,h) be as in Notation II!. 1. Let F C X be closed and topologically
h-small. Then p,(F) = 0 for every p, E Mh(X),
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition III.15 and Lemma IILl!. o
Notation 111.17. Prom now on, unless stated otherwise, we assume that the minimal
homeomorphism h of Notation III. 1 is uniquely ergodic; that is, there is a unique h-invariant Borel
probability measure on X. Let p, denote this measure. Any reference to X also refers implicitly to
the minimal, uniquely ergodic dynamical system (X, h, p,).
We suspect that most of what follows can be done without the assumption of unique
ergodicity, with a corresponding increase in the technicalities of both the proofs and certain
definitions.
The essential content of the property given by the following definition is that comparison of
measures is sufficient to determine when a closed set can be decomposed and translated disjointly
into an open set. The main result of this chapter will be to show that it holds for a reasonably
large class of minimal, uniquely ergodic dynamical systems (X, h, p,).
Definition 111.18. Let (X, h, J-L) be as in Notation III. 17. We say (X, h, J-L) has the dynamic
comparison property if whenever U C X is open and C C X is closed with J-L(C) < J-L(U) , then
there are MEN, continuous functions fj: X -t [0,1] for 0 ::; j ::; M, and d(O), ... ,d(M) E Z
such that L~o fj = 1 on C, and such that the sets supp(!i 0 h-dU )) are pairwise disjoint subsets
of U for 0 ::; j ::; M.
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The next lemma gives a condition that implies the dynamic comparison property holds,
and is easier to verify because it assumed additional structure for the closed and open sets involved.
Lemma 111.19. Let (X,h,p,) be as in Notation III.n. Suppose that X has the properly that
if whenever F c X is closed with int(F) f=. 0 and BF topologically h-small, E c X is open,
and there exists an open set Eo c E with Eo c E, Eo n F = 0, BEo topologically h-small, and
p,(F) < p,(Eo), then there exist MEN, continuous functions Ji: X ~ [O,lJ forO:S j:S M,
and d(O), ... , d(M) E Z such that L~o fj = 1 on F, and such that the sets supp(Ji 0 h-d(j)) are
pairwise disjoint subsets of E for 0 :S j :S M. Then (X, h) has the dynamic comparison properly.
Proof. Let U C X be open and let C C X be closed with p,( C) < p,(U). By Proposition III.7,
there is an open set Uo C U with Uo c U and p,(C) < p,(Uo). First suppose that C C Uo.
Since X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, we can choose an open set V, with V compact,
that satisfies C eVe V c U. Now set M = 0 and d(O) = 0, and choose a continuous function
fo: X -> [0,1] such that fa = 1 on C and supp(fo) C V. Then L~o Ji = fa = 1 on C, and
supp(fo 0 h-d(O)) = supp(fo) c V c U as required.
So we may assume that C n (X \ U0) f=. 0. By Proposition III. 7 there is an open set
V C Uo such that BV is topologically h-small and p,(C) < p,( V). Moreover, V C Uo implies that
V C Va C U. Setting e5 = p,(V) - p,(C) and applying Proposition III.6 three times, we obtain open
sets GO,GI,GZ C X such that
with BGi topologically h-small for i = 0, 1,2 (so also p,(BGi ) = 0 for i = 0, 1,2 by Corollary III.16),
p,(Go) - p,(C n 17) < ~e5, p,(Gd - p,(Go) < ~e5, and p,(Gz) - p,(GI) < ~e5.
Set Fa = C \ Go, E = U \ GI, and E I = V \ Oz. Then:
1. FI is closed and non-empty, since Go C Uo implies that C n (X \ Go) f=. 0;
2. E I and E are both open and non-empty, and by construction we have E I C E I C E;
3. E I n Fo = 0;
4. Observing that C n V c Go and C n V c C imply C n V c C n Go, and hence p,(C n Go) -
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fJ(C n V) :::: 0), it follows that
fJ(E]) - fJ(Fo) = fJ(V \ ( 2 ) - fJ(C \ Go)
= fJ(V) - fJ(V n ( 2 ) - (fJ(C) - fJ(C n Go))
2: (fJ(V) - fJ(C)) + fJ( C n Go)
- (fJ(C n V) + fJ(G2 \ Od + fJ(G] \ Go) + fJ(G O \ (C n V)))
2: 6 - (fJ(G2 \ Gd + fJ(G] \ Go) + fJ(GO \ C n V))
> 6 - ~6
- !.
- 4 u
> O.
Now Proposition III.7 gives an open set Eo C E1 such that Eo c E], oEo is topologically
h-small, and fJ(Ed - fJ(Eo) < l66. From E1 n Fo = 0 it follows immediately that Eo n Fo = 0.
By the normality of X and the regularity of fJ, there is an open set Wo C X such that Fo cWo,
Eo n Wo = 0, and fJ(Wo) - fJ(Fo) < 1]66. Next, Proposition III.6 implies that there is an open set
W C X such that Fo eWe W cWo, oW is topologically h-small, and fJ(W) > fJ(Wo) - ft6.
Now set F = W, which satisfies int(F) #- 0, of topologically h-small (which in particular gives
fJ(F) = fJ(W)), and Eo n F = 0. Finally, we compute
fJ(Eo) - fJ(F) = fJ(Eo) - fJ(W)
> fJ( Ed - ]166 - fJ(W)
> (fJ(Fo) + i6) - ]~6 - fJ(W)
> (fJ(Wo) - ft6) + 136 6 - fJ(W)
= (fJ(Wo) - fJ(W)) + ~6
> !6
- 8
> 0,
where in the next-to-last step we have used the fact that W C Wo implies fJ(Wo) - fJ(W) 2: o.
It follows that the sets F and Eo satisfy the conditions for the property given in the statement
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of the Lemma. Therefore, there exist MEN, continuous functions fa, ... , f M: X ---. [0,1], and
d(O), ... ,d(M) E Z such that L~o fj = 1 on F, and such that the sets supp(1i 0 h-d(j)) are
pairwise disjoint subsets of E for 0::; j ::; M. Choose a continuous function fM+l: X ---. [0,1] such
that fM+l = 1 on G 1 and SUpp(JM+l) C G2, and set d(M + 1) = 0. Now for any x E C, either
x E Fa or x E Go n C. If x E Fa then in particular x E F, and so L~i/ Ii (x) 2: L~o Ii (x) = 1.
If x E Go n C then in particular x E G1, and so L~61 Ii(x) 2: fM+l(X) = 1. It follows that
L~61 Ii(x) 2: 1 for all x E C. From the continuity of the fj, there is an open set SeX such
that C C S and L~61 Ii (x) 2: ~ for all xES. Choose a continuous function f: X ---. [0,1] such
that f = 1 on C and supp(J) C S. For °::; j ::; M + 1, define a continuous function 9j: X ---. [0,1]
by
Then for any x E C, we have
M+l (M+l) -1 M+l (M+l) -1 M+lf; 9j(X) = t; fi(X) .f; f(x)li(x) = ~ fi(X) f; Ii(x) = 1.
Moreover, 9j(X) = °for any x E X where fj(x) = 0, which implies that SUPP(9j) c supp(JJ)'
It follows that SUPP(9j 0 h-d(j)) c supp(1i 0 h-d(j)) for 0 ::; j ::; M + 1. This immediately gives
pairwise disjointness of the sets SUPP(9j 0 h-d(j)) for °::; j ::; M, since the sets supp(JJ 0 h-d(j)) are
pairwise disjoint for °::; j ::; M. Further, all of these sets are contained in U as E C U. Finally,
SUPP(9M+l 0 9-d(M+l)) = SUPP(9M+d c supp(JM+d = SUPP(JM+l 0 h-d(M+l)) C G2 C U, and
En G-i = 0. Thus, the sets SUPP(9j 0 h-d(j)) are pairwise disjoint subsets of U for 0::; j ::; M + 1.
It follows that (X, h, p,) has the dynamic comparison property. o
Lemma III.20. Let (X, h, J..L) be as in Notation III. 17. Suppose that F C X is closed and E C X
is open with FnE = 0 and p,(F) < p,(E). Then there exist continuous functions 90,91: X ---. [0,1.]
such that 90 = 1 on F, SUPP(90) C X \ E, supp(9d c E, and
L91 dJ..L > L90 dJ..L.
Moreover, with 9 = 91 - 90, there exist No E N and a> °such that for all N 2: No and x E X,
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we have
1 N-l .
N L g(hJ(x)) ~ a.
j=O
Proof. Since F n E = 0, the normality of X gives open sets Vo, VI C X such that F C Vo,
E C VI, and Va n VI = 0. Let °= f.l(E) - f.l(F) > 0 and use the regularity of f.l to choose an
open set W C X and a compact set K C X such that FeW, K c E, f.l(W) - f.l(F) < ko and
f.l(E) - f.l(K) < kG. Set Wo = Vo n W, which satisfies F CWo, Wo n VI = 0, and f.l(Wo) :::;
f.l(W). Then this last inequality, the fact that Wo \ F is open, and Proposition III.2 imply that
o < f.l(Wo) - f.l(F) :::; f.l(W) - f.l(F) < kG. Now choose continuous functions go and gl such that
go = Ion F, supp(go) CWo (so that supp(go) is disjoint from E), gl = Ion K, and SUPP(gl) C E.
Observing that
> 0- ko - ko
_ 1 J:
- 3'u
> 0,
we thus obtain
Noting that, by the previous calculation, the function 9 = gl - go satisfies
we define a > 0 by
a = ~ r9 df.l.
2 Jx
Suppose for a contradiction that no No E N as in the statement lemma exists. Then there
exist sequences (Nk)~l eN and (Xk)~l C X such that for all kEN we have
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Passing to subsequences (Nk(l) )[~l and (Xk(l) )~l (if necessary) and applying the pointwise ergodic
theorem (see the remark after Theorem 1.14 of [54]) yields
which contradicts the definition of (7. o
Lemma 111.21. Let (X, h, j.L) be as in Notation III.l7. Let E > a be given, and let F c X
be thin. Then for any non-empty open set U C X there exist MEN, closed sets Fj C X for
0::; j ::; M, open sets Tj ,Vj, Wj C X for 0::; j ::; M, continuous functions fo, .. ·, fM: X -> [0,1],
and d(O), . .. , d(M) E Z such that: .
5. the sets Wj are pairwise disjoint and L:~o j.L(Wj ) < E.
Proof Since U is open and non-empty, Lemma IlIA implies there is a non-empty open set E C U
with j.L(E) < E. Since F is thin, we can apply Lemma III.13 to F and E, which implies there exist
MEN, Fo, ... , FM C X closed, and k(O), ... , k(M) E Z such that F C U~o Fj and such that the
sets hk(j)(Fj ) are pairwise disjoint subsets of E. For a ::; j ::; M, we set d(j) = -k(j). Since X
is normal, we may choose for a ::; j ::; M open sets W j with Fj C Wj C E such that the Wj are
pairwise disjoint. Now we can use the compactness of X to obtain open sets Tj , Vj C X such that
For a ::; j ::; M choose continuous functions gj: X -> [0,1] such that gj = 1 on hd(j)(Vj) and
supp(gj) C hd(j)(Wj ). Then L:~o gj(x) ~ 1 for all x E U~o hd(j)(Vj ). By the continuity of the
gj, there is an open set Q C X such that U~ohd(j)(Vj) C Q and L:~ogj(x) ~ ~ for all x E Q.
Choose a continuous function f: X -> [0,1] such that f = 1 on U~o hd(j) (Vj ) and supp(J) c Q.
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Now, for 0 S; j S; M, define continuous functions fJ: X -> [0,1] by
if x E Q
if x tj Q
Then for any x E U~o hd(j)(Vj ), we have
M M ML fj(x) = L f(x)gj(x) = Lgj(x) = l.
j=O j=O j=O
In particular, L~o fJ = 1 on U~o hd(j) (Tj ). Moreover, supp(fJ) = supp(gj) C hd(j) (Wj ), which
implies that supp(fj 0 h-d(j)) = supp(gj 0 h-d(j)) C Wj' Finally, as the Wj are pairwise disjoint
subsets of E for 0 S; j S; M, it follows that
which completes the proof. 0
The next proposition is included to contrast the relative ease in which the dynamic
comparison property is verified for the special case of the Cantor set compared to the complexity
of the proof in more general situations.
Proposition 111.22. If X is the Cantor set and (X, h, fl) is as in Notation III.17, then (X, h, fl)
has the dynamic comparison property.
Proof. This is essentially the content of Lemma 2.5 of [12], although their result is not stated in
terms of functions. Since characteristic functions of compact-open subsets of X are continuous,
re-casting it to obtain the dynamic comparison property is straightforward. o
The situation becomes significantly more complicated once we leave the case where X
is the Cantor set, since we can no longer work with compact-open sets and their characteristic
functions. The key technical assumption in the general case is that (X, h) have the topological
small boundary property.
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Lemma III.23. Suppose that (X, h) has the topological small boundary pTOperty. Then for any
N EN, there exists a closed set Y c X such that int(Y) ::f 0, 8Y is topologically h-small, and the
sets Y, h(Y), .. . , h N(Y) are pairwise disjoint.
Proof. Since the action of h on X is free, for y E X the iterates y, h(y), , h N (y) are all distinct
elements of X. Choose pairwise disjoint open neighborhoods W o, WI, ,WN of these points,
and set W = n~,=o h- j (W). Then the iterates W, h(W), ... , h N (W) are pairwise disjoint. Let
F = {y}, and apply Proposition III.6 with F and W to obtain an open set U C X such that
FeU eVe Wand such that 8U is topologically h-small (we ignore the unneeded measure
theoretic conclusion). Setting Y = U, it follows that int(Y) ::f 0 and 8Y is topologically h-small.
Finally, as YeW, the sets Y, h(Y), ... , hN (Y) are pairwise disjoint. 0
Lemma III.24. Let (X, h) be as in Notation II[.1. Let Y C X be closed with int(Y) ::f 0 and 8Y
topologically h-small. Adopt the notation of Theorem II!. 8. Then 8(h j (Yk)) is thin for 0 ::; k ::; 1
and 0 ::; j ::; n(k) - 1.
PTOOf. By Proposition IIU5, 8Y is thin. For 0::; j ::; n(k) - 1, we have 8hj (yk) = hj(8Yk), and
since translates of thin sets are thin, it suffices to prove that each of the sets 8Yk is thin. But
8Yk C U7i16- 1 h j (8Y), and this set is thin by Lemma IIU2, since it is a finite union of translates
of thin sets. 0
Theorem III.25. Let be X be an infinite compact metric space with finite covering dimension m,
let h: X ----> X is be a uniquely eT'f}odic minimal homeomorphism, let J1 be the unique h-invaTiant
Borel probability measure on X, and suppose that (X, h) has the topological small boundary
property. Then (X, h, J1) has the dynamic comparison pTOperty.
Proof. Let C C X be closed and U C X be open such that J1(C) < J1(U). By Lemma IIU9, we may
assume that int(C) ::f 0, 8C is topologically h-small, and that there is an open set Uo C U such
that Uo C U, 8Uo is topologically h-small, Uo n C = 0, and J1(C) < J1(Uo). Applying Proposition
III.20 to C and Uo, there exist continuous functions go,gl; X ----> [0,1] such that go = 1 on C,
supp(go) eX \ Uo, supp(gd c Uo, and
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Moreover, with 9 = gl - go, there exists No EN and (J > 0 such that for all N 2: No and x E X,
we have
N-11" .N 6 g(hJ(x)) 2: (J.
j=O
By Lemma III.23, there exists a closed set Y c X with int(Y) =I 0 such that 8Y is
topologically h-small, and such that the sets Y, h(Y), ... , hNo (Y) are pairwise disjoint. Following
the notation of Theorem III.8, we construct the Rokhlin tower over Y by first return times to Y,
then apply the second statement of Theorem III.8 with the partition P = {Uo,C, X \ (Uo u Cn
of X by sets with non-empty interior (discarding the third set if it is empty). For convenience, we
will use Yo, ... , Yi and n(O) ::; n(l) ::; ... ::; n(l) for the base spaces and first return times in the
tower compatible with P, and set yfO) = Yk \ 8Yk. (Note that since these Yk are the sets Zk in
Theorem IlL8, it may be the case that Y?) = 0.) We set
(
I n(k)-l )
F = X \ k~O j~ hj (Yk(O)) .
For each k E {O, ... , I}, the column {hi (Yk): 0::; j ::; n(k) - I} has height at least No. Thus, for
any x E Yk we have
n(k)-l
1 " .n(k) f::o g(hJ(x)) 2: (J > O.
For SeX and k E {O, ... , I} define
N(S,k) = {n E {O,l, ... ,n(k) -I}: hn(Yk) c S}.
Letting X = Xuo - XC, we observe that go = 1 on C implies that Xc ::; go and supp(gd C Uo
implies that gl ::; Xuo' Combining these inequalities gives 9 ::; X, and so
n(k) n(k)
O < _1_" (hi ()) _1_" (hi ( )) = card(N(Uo, k)) - card(N(C, k))
<(J _ n(k) ~g x::; n(k) ~x x n(k) .
It follows that for 0::; k::; I, we have card(N(Uo,k)) > card(N(C,k)) (that is, more levels in
the column {h j (Yk): 0 ::; j ::; n(k) - I} are contained in Uo than are contained in C) and so there
is an injective map 'Pk: N(C,k) -+ N(Uo,k). If we order N(C,k) as {Sk(O),,,,,Sk(Lk)} and
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similarly order N(Uo, k) as {tk(O), ... ,tk(Lk), .. .}, then one way to represent the injection <Pk is
by <Pk = (dk(O), ... ,dk(Lk)) E ZL k where, for 0 :::; m :::; Lk, the integer dk(m) satisfies
Next, we claim that the closed set F is thin. Since the finite union of thin sets is thin by
Lemma III.12, it clearly suffices to prove that 8hj (yk ) is thin for each 0:::; k :::; l, 0 :::; j :::; n(k)-1.
Now, 8C and 8Uo are both topologically h-small, hence thin. Since 8(X \ (Uou C)) = 8(UoUC) c
8UoU8C, it follows that the boundaries of all sets in the partition P are thin. As the only processes
used in the construction of the Rokhlin tower compatible with this partition are translation by
powers of h, finite unions, and finite intersections, it follows that it is sufficient to prove that the
boundaries 8h j (Yk) in a standard Rokhlin tower (without any condition about compatibility with
respect to a partition) are thin. This is true by Lemma 111.24, and consequently F is thin.
Now, set Q = {k: 0:::; k:::; l, y~o) =1= 0}, Q' = {O, ... ,l} \ Q, and define
The c > 0, and so we may apply Lemma 111.21 with F, U \ Uo, and c. We obtain MEN, and for
o :::; i :::; M open sets Ti , 11;, Wi eX, closed sets Fi eX, continuous functions bi : X -+ [0, 1], and
integers r(i) such that:
3. supp(bi 0 h-r(i)) c Wi for 0 :::; i :::; M;
4. the sets Wi are pairwise disjoint and l:~o J.L(Wi ) < c.
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By the choice of E, it follows that for k E Q and 0 ::; j ::; n(k) - 1,
JL ( hj (YkO) \ iQ hr(i) (Wi)) ~ JL(hj (Yn) - JL (Q hr(i) (Wi))
M
~ 20: - LJL(hr(i)(Wi ))
i=O
M
=E - LJL(Wi)
i=O
>E
> 0,
and so the sets hj(ykO) \ U~o hr(i)(Wi) are non-empty whenever k E Q. It follows that for k E Q,
each set hj (Yk)\U~o hr(i) (Vi) is a non-empty closed subset of hj (Yk). Now for k E Q and 0::; m ::;
Lk choose a continuous function fm,k: X -. [0,1] such that fm,k = 1 on hsdm)(yk)\U~o hr(i)(Vi)
and sUpp(Jm,k) C hsdm) (Yk) \ U~o hr(i) (iJ.\). Now we have collections of continuous functions
and associated integers
{r(i): 0 ::; i ::; M} U{ dk(m): k E Q, 0::; m ::; Lk}.
For any x E C, if x E UkEQ U;k=O (hsdm)(yk) \ U~o hT(i)(Vi)) , then fm,dx) =I 0 for some k E Q
and some m E {O, ... , Li,d. Otherwise, x E U~o hr(i) (Vi), and bi(x) ::j:. 0 for some 0 ::; i ::; M.
(Notice that if x E UkEQ, U;;:=o hSk(m)(yk), then in fact x E F, and so also x E U~o hT(i)(Vi).)
Now re-order the two collections above as {ft): 0 ::; j ::; K} and {d(j): 0 ::; j ::; K} for an
appropriate KEN. Then I:f=o f;a)(x) > 0 for all x E C. Since C is compact and the f;o)
are continuous, there must be a w > 0 such that I:f=of;a)(x) ~ w for all x E C. Again using
continuity, we can choose an open set SeX such that C C Sand I:f=o f;a)(x) ~ !w for all xES.
Choose a continuous function f: X -. [0,1] such that f(x) = 1 for all x E C, and supp(J) C S.
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For 0 ::::: j ::::: K define continuous functions fj: X ----> [0,1] by
if xES
if x (j. S.
Then for any x E C,
Moreover, supp(!J) C suppUjO)) for 0 ::::: j ::::: K. If fjO) = bi for some 0 ::::: i ::::: M, then
suppU?) 0 h-d(j)) = supp(bi 0 h-r(i)) C Wi C U \ Uo
and the sets Wi are pairwise disjoint. Therefore the sets suppujO) 0 h-d(j)) are pairwise disjoint
for all choices of j where fjO) E {bi : 0::::: i ::::: M}. Next, if fjO) = fm,k for some k E Q and some
o::::: 'Tn ::::: Lk, then
Moreover, the definition of the functions fm,k implies that
so that in particular, for k E Q the set sUPPUm,k 0 h-dk(m)) is a subset of htk(m)(y?)) (which is
non-empty by the choice of k). Since the sets htk(m)(Yk(O)) are pairwise disjoint, the sets suppUr 0
h-d(j)) are pairwise disjoint for all choices of j where fjO) E{Jm,k: k E Q, 0::::: m ::::: Ld. Moreover,
the sets are Wi are pairwise disjoint from the sets htkCm)(y~O)) as U\Uo is certainly disjoint from
Uo. Therefore, the sets suppUr 0 h-dU )) are pairwise disjoint subsets of U for all 0 ::::: j ::::: K. It
follows that the sets supp(!J 0 h-d(j)) are pairwise disjoint subsets of U for all 0 ::::: j ::::: K. This
completes the proof. o
In order for the result of this theorem to be useful, we need to know that we can actually
find minimal dynamical systems (X, h) that have the topological small boundary property. If we
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restrict to the case where, in addition to our usual assumptions, we take X to be a smooth compact
connected manifold and h to be a minimal diffeomorphism of X, then it is not hard to show that the
topological small boundary property holds. We call a closed set Y c X generic if BY is a smooth
submanifold of X such that any finite subfamily of {hn(BY): n E Z} intersects transversally. In
particular, the intersection of any dim( X) + 1 such sets is empty, so BY is topologically h-small
with topological smallness constant dim(X). By the main theorem of [28], there exist sufficiently
many generic sets Y so that if F, K c X are disjoint compact sets, then there exist open sets U
and V with Un V = 0 and such that U is generic. We thus obtain the following existence result.
Corollary 111.26. Let (X, h) be a smooth minimal dynamical system] consisting of a compact
connected smooth manifold X with finite covering dimension and a uniquely ergodic minimal
diffeomorphism h] with unique h-invariant Borel probability measure /-l. Then (X, h, /-l) has the
dynamic comparison property.
Proof. By the previous discussion, (X, h) has the topological small boundary property. Theorem
III.25 then implies (X, h, /-l) has the dynamic comparison property. 0
Before proceeding with our main development, we digress momentarily to make some
speculative comments about comparison of positive elements in C(X). As mentioned in the
introduction, Cuntz subequivalence ~ (which will be defined formally in Definition VLl) is a fairly
restrictive form of comparison for positive elements in this situation. Two functions f, 9 E C(X)
satisfy f ~ 9 if and only if
{x E X: f(x) I- o} C{ x EX; g(x) I- O}.
The dynamic comparison property suggests that in dynamical systems where it holds, a weaker
form of subequivalence of functions could be appropriate. We tentatively propose the following
definition.
Definition 111.27. Let (X/h) be as in Notation III. 1. Given f,g E C(X)+, we say f is
h-subequivalent to g] and write f ~h g, if there exist iI" .. , fM E C(X)+ and d(l), ... I d(M) E Z
such that f ~ L;~l fj and such that the sets supp(f 0 h-d(j)) are pairwise disjoint subsets of
supp(g) for 1 :s j :s M.
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Proposition III.28. The relation -;:;h is a partial order on C(X)+.
Proof. It is clear that -;:;h is reflexive. (Take M = 1, h = f and d(l) = 0.) Suppose that f -;:;h 9 and
9 -;:;h k. Then there exist !I, ... ,fM,gll ... ,gN E C(X)+ and d(l), ... ,d(M),r(l), ... ,r(N) E Z
such that f -;:; Z=::1 h 9 -;:; z=f=l gj, the sets SUPP(fi 0h-d(i)) are pairwise disjoint subsets of
supp(g) for 1 ::; i ::; M, and the sets supp(gj 0 h-r(j)) are pairwise disjoint subsets of supp(k) for
1 ::; j ::; N. For 1 ::; i ::; M and 1 ::; j ::; N, define 'Pi,j E C(X)+ by 'Pi,j = Ji(gj 0 hd(i)). We claim
that if Z=~1 z=f=l 'Pi,j(X) = 0, then f(x) = O. To see this, observe first that
M N M NL L 'Pi,j = L L fi(gj 0 hd(i))
i=lJ=l i=lj=l
~ ~f;(t g; 0 h'U')
~ ~f; (tg}h d ';'
M
~ L li(g 0 hd(i)).
i=l
If Z=::1 z=f=l 'Pi,j(X) = 0, then Z=::1 fi(X)g(hd(i) (x)) = 0 as well. If li(x) = 0 for 1 ::; i ::; M, then
f(x) = 0 and we are done. If not, then g(hd(i)(X)) = 0 for some i. Since supp(fioh-d(i)) c supp(g),
it follows that f,; 0 h-d(i) (hd(i)(X)) = 0, which implies that li(x) = O. This proves the claim. From
the claim we may conclude that f -;:; Z=~1 Z=~=1 'Pi,j' Further,
SUPP('Pi,j 0 h-(d(i)+r(j))) = SUPP((fi 0 h-(d(i)+r(j)))(gj 0 hd(i) 0 h-(d(i)+r(j))))
C supp(gj 0 h-r(j)),
which implies that the sets SUPP('Pi,j 0 h-(d(i)+r(i))) are pairwise disjoint subsets of supp(k). It
follows that f -;:;h k. o
It is certainly the case that if f -;:; 9 then f -;:;h g, as supp(f) is already a subset of
supp(g). If (X, h, f..L) is as in Notation 111.17 and has the dynamic comparison property, then
a sufficient condition for f -;:;h 9 would be that there is an open set U C supp(g) such that
f..L(supp(f)) < f..L(U). Two questions immediately come to mind. The first is whether this definition
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is actually useful; that is, can any interesting results be obtained from it. The second is whether
it can be generalized to give an appropriate definition of "a-subequivalence" , where a is an action
of a countable amenable group on a unital C* -algebra A, and what relationship this definition
has with the leftover comparison condition in the tradal quasi-Rokhlin property. In the tradal
Rokhlin property of [36] for Z-actions, this condition is given in terms of Murray-von Neumann
subequivalence of projections, while in the projection-free tradal Rokhlin property of [3] for finite
group actions, it is given in terms of Cuntz subequivalence of positive elements. Again, we propose
a (very tentative) definition.
Definition 111.29. Let A be a separable, unital C* -algebra, and let a: r ~ Aut(A) be an action
of a countable, amenable group r on A. For a, b E A+, we say a is a-subequivalent to b, and write
a ~a b, if there exist N E N, 1'1,'" ,I'N E r, al,'" ,aN E A+, and WI, •. ' ,Wn E U(A) such that
u ::; 2:~=1 aj and the elements wja"fj (aj )w; are mutually orthogonal positive clements of bAb.
With this definition available, condition (5) in Definition 11.1 could be re-stated as: with
C = 2:1=0 Cj, 1 - Cis a-subequivalent to a positive element of xAx. We have not attempted to
verify that ~a is a partial order on A+, and in fact this may not even be true. The computations
in the proof of Theorem IV.15 suggest that an additional requirement may be needed regarding the
centrality (or perhaps approximate centrality) of the positive elements al,' .. ,aN' Note also that
whereas in Definition 111.27 we have used ~, Definition 111.29 uses :::;, mainly for consistency with
the tradal quasi-Rokhlin property. It seems possible that we could also use Cuntz subequivalence
in this case and not lose any of results about the tradal quasi-Rokhlin property, but this needs
to be checked. We do not pursue h-subequivalence or a-subequivalence further here, leaving them
instead for potential future work.
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CHAPTER IV
AUTOMORPHISMS OF C(X, A) WITH THE TRACIAL QUASI-ROKHLIN PROPERTY
Our next goal is to study the automorphisms for a sort of noncommutative minimal
dynamical system, where the commutative C*-algebra C(X) studied by H. Lin, Q. Lin, and N. C.
Phillips is replaced by the algebra of all continuous functions f: X ----> A, and A is some abstract
C* -algebra with sufficiently nice structure. (For any interesting new applications, A will be a
noncommutative C*-algebra.) With the dynamic comparison property at our disposal, we prove
that automorphisms of such algebras which take the action of a minimal homeomorphism when
restricted to the central subalgebra C(X) satisfy the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property (under some
additional technical assumptions). After further consideration of the structure of these algebras, it
will follow that our results for crossed products by automorphisms with the tracial quasi-Rokhlin
property in Chapter II will apply to their associated transformation group C*-algebras. The
following definition was first given in [20]. The version presented here is equivalent to the original
one by Proposition 3.8 of [20]. Recall that if p and q are projections in a C*-algebra A, we say
that p is Murray-von Neumann subequivalent to q, and write p ;5 q, if there is a partial isometry
v E A with v*v = p and vv* :s; q.
Definition IV.I. Let A be a simple, unital C*-algebra. We say that A has tracial rank zero if
for every c > 0, every finite subset F c A, and every nonzero positive element x E A, there exists
a projection pEA and a unital finite-dimensional subalgebra D C pAp such that:
1. Ilpa - apll < c for all a E Fi
2. dist(pap, D) < c for all a E Fi
3. I-p is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to a projection in in xAx. (That is, there is a v E A
such that v*v = 1 - p and vv* is a projection in xAx.)
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A C*-algebra with tracial rank zero is thought of as being "approximately
finite-dimensional in trace". (If x is small enough in a suitable sense, then condition (3) of the
definition tells us that 7(1 - p) < c for all 7 E T(A).) Every AF-algebra (a C*-algebra which is a
direct limit of finite-dimensional C* -algebras) has tracial rank zero, but there are many C*-algebras
with tracial rank zero which are very far from being AF-algebras. Consequently, tracial rank zero
is a rather weak type of approximate finite-dimensionality for a C*-algebra A, that nevertheless
is known to imply a great deal about the structure of A. For our purposes, this definition will
be used to ensure that certain C*-algebras we will use have tractable structure. It is one of the
most important concepts in the classification theory of C*-algebras, and our ultimate goals (which
is still far from being realized) is to show that the crossed product C*-algebras we consider have
tracial rank zero under suitable assumptions about their K-theory.
Notation IV.2. Throughout, we take (X, h) to be as in Notation III. I, and A to be a simple,
unital, separable, infinite-dimensional nuclear C* -algebra with tracial rank zero that satisfies
the Universal Coefficient Theorem of !47j. Assume in addition that A is a direct limit of
recursive subhomogeneous algebras, in the sense of (39j. Form the algebra C(X, A), consisting
of all continuous functions f: X -> A, with pointwise algebra operations, adjoints given by
f*(x) = (J(x))* for all x E X, and Ilfll = SUPxEX Ilf(x)ll. We frequently identify C(X,A)
with C(X) Q9 A in the canonical way; see (55] for details. For f E C(X) and a E A, we denote
by f Q9 a the element of C(X, A) given by (J Q9 a)(x) = f(x)a for all x E X, noting that these
elementary tensors in fact span C(X, A). We identify C(X) with the subalgebra of C(X, A) given
by {J Q91: f E C(X)}, and observe that this is the center Z(C(X, A)) of C(X, A).
We will not elaborate on what it means for a C*-algebra to satisfy the Universal Coefficient
Theorem, since it is quite complicated and is only necessary for one technical step in our
development. It is a technical requirement that is needed to show certain types of C*-algebras are
classifiable.
We observe some basic facts about the structure of C(X, A). Recall that a C*-algebra
A is said to have order on projections over A determined by traces if whenever P, q E A are'
projections and T(p) < T(q) for all 7 E T(A), then p ~ q. This is Blackadar's Second Fundamental
Comparability Question for Moo(A). (See [4].)
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Proposition IV.3. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV.2. Then C(X, A) has cancellation of
pmjections, and order on pmjections over C(X, A) is determined by traces.
Pmof. Since A has tracial rank zero and satisfies the Universal Coefficient Theorem, Lin's
classification theory (see [22]) implies that A is a simple infinite-dimensional AH-algebra with
no dimension growth. \iVrite A ~ lim An, where the An are recursive subhomogeneous algebras
----->
and the direct system has no dimension growth, and observe that
C(X,A) ~ C(X) 0 A ~ C(X) 0 (~An) ~ ~C(X) 0 An.
Hence C(X, A) itself is a simple, infinite-dimensional inductive limit of homogeneous algebras with
no dimension growth. Now Corollary 1.9 of [40] implies that the associated direct system has strict
slow dimension growth. By Theorem 3.7 of [32], it follows that C(X, A) has cancellation and order
on projections over C(X, A) is determined by traces. o
This proof used heavy machinery which necessitated the inclusion of hypotheses that are
probably not actually needed for the desired result, and a more direct argument should be possible
using results of [58] on the homotopy groups for the spaces of projections in certain C*-algebras.
Proposition IVA. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV.2, and suppose that A has a unique
tracial state T. Then T(C(X, A)) ~ T(C(X)) ~ M(X), the space of Borel pmbability measures on
X. Given a Borel pmbability measure /-L on X, the induced tracial state AJL on C(X, A) is given by
AJL(f) = LT(f(X)) d/-L
for all f E C(X, A).
Pmof Let A E T(C(X,A)), and define w: C(X) -> C by w(f) = A(f 01). Then w is clearly a
tracial state on C(X). We claim that A = W0T. By the continuity of W0T, it suffices to check this
on elements of the form f 0a, since these span C(X, A). Further, by the linearity of w, it suffices to
prove this for f 2': 0. Fix f E C(Xh and consider the map A/: A -> C given by A/(a) = A(f0a).
Then A/ is a positive linear functional on A that is easily seen to satisfy the trace property, but is
not necessarily normalized. Therefore, A/ must be a positive scalar multiple of T. Let w/ E [0,00)
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be this scalar, so Af(a) = wfT(a). Now for any f E C(X)+, we have
and so A(f ® a) = w(f)T(a) = (w ® T)(f ® a) for all f E C(X)+ and a E A. As discussed, this is
sufficient to imply that A = W ® T.
Finally, the Riesz Representation Theorem yields a Borel probability measure /l on X such
that
w(f) = Lf d/l
for all f E C(X), from which the given result follows. o
Lemma IV.5. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV. 2. Let a: X -. Aut(A) (where a(x) will
be denoted ax) be a map which is continuous in the stTong opemtor topology. (In other words, for
each a E A the mapping x -. ax(a) is norm-continuous.) Then the map a-I: X -. Aut(A) given
by a-lex) = a;l is continuous in the strong opemtor topology.
Proof. Let E > 0 be given, let x E X, and let a E A. Then there is abE A such that ax(b) = a.
By the strong operator continuity of a at x, there is a J > 0 such that d(x, y) < J implies
Ilax(b) - ay(b)11 < E. Then for all y E X with d(x, y) < J, we have
Ila;l(a) - a;l(a)11 = Ila;l(ax(b)) - a;l(ax(b))/I
= lib - a;l(ax(b))11
= Ila;l(a y (b)) - a;l(ax (b))11
:::; Ilay(b) - a x (b)1I
< E.
It follows that a-I is strong operator continuous at x. Since this holds for all x E X, a-I is
continuous in the strong operator topology. 0
Proposition IV.5. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV.2. Let a: X -. Aut(A) be a map
which is continuous in the strong opemtor topology. Define a map (3: C(X, A) -. C(X, A) by
(3(f)(x) = ax(f 0 h-l(x)) for each x E X. Then (3 E Aut(C(X, A)).
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Proof. We first verify that (3(1) is continuous for f E C(X, A). Let e > abe given, let f E C(X, A),
and let x E X. Since f 0 h- 1(x) E A and a is continuous in the strong operator topology, there
exists 61 > a such that d(x, y) < 61 implies Ilax(f 0 h- 1(x)) - ay(f 0 h- 1 (x)) II < e/2. Since f is
continuous, there exists 62 > asuch that d(x,y) < e/2 implies Ilf(x) - f(y)11 < e/2. Also, since h
is a homeomorphism, there is a 63> asuch that d(x,y) < 63 implies d(h- 1(x),h- 1(y)) < 62. Now
let 6 = min{61,62,63}' Then for all y E X with d(x,y) < 6, we have
1/(3(f)(x) - (3(f)(y) II = II ax (f 0 h- 1(x)) - ay(f 0 h- 1(y)) II
:s:; Ilax(f 0 h- 1 (x)) - ay(f 0 h- 1 (x))11 + Ilax(f 0 h-1(x)) - ax(f 0 h- 1 (y))11
< ~ + Ilaxllllf 0 h- 1(x) - f 0 h- 1 (Y)11
e e
<-+-2 2
= e.
Thus (3(f) is continuous at x. Since this holds for any x EX, it follows that (3(f) E C(X, A).
Therefore (3 really is a mapping C(X, A) -> C(X, A).
Since the operations on C(X, A) are given pointwise, each ax is an automorphism on A
for x E X, and the map f I---> f 0 h-1 is an automorphism of C(X), it follows easily that for all
f,g E C(X,A), we have (3(f + g) = (3(f) + (3(g) , (3(fg) = (3(f)(3(g), and (3(f*) = (3(f)*. This
implies that (3 is a *-homomorphism.
Next suppose that f E ker((3). Then (3(f)(x) = a for all x E X, and so a x(foh- 1(x)) = a
for all x E X. Since each ax is an automorphism of A, this implies that f 0 h- 1(x) = a for
each x E X, and hence f 0 h- 1 = O. As h is a homeomorphism, it follows that f = O. Now
let f E C(X,A). Define g: X -> A by g(x) = a;l(f 0 h(x)). That g is continuous follows
from the same argument that shows (3 is continuous, using Lemma IV.5. Now for each x E X,
(3(g)(x) = ax(a;I((f 0 h) 0 h-1(x))) = f(x), and so (3(g) = f. It follows that {3 is bijective, and
hence (3 E Aut(C(X, A)). []
Proposition IV.7. Let (X,h) and A be as in Notation Iv'2. Let a: X -> Aut(A) be continuous
in the strong operator topology. For k E Z \ {O}, we define a(k): X -. Aut(A) by ark) (x) =
ax 0 ah-1(x) 0 .•• 0 ah-(k-l)(x) if k 2: 1 and a(k)(x) = ah(x) 0 •• , 0 ah1kl(x) if k < 0, henceforth
denoting ark) (x) by a~k). Then ark) is continuous in the strong operator topology. Moreover,
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th -(k). X A t(A) d fi d b -(k) -1 -1 1 { k > 1 de map a . -.. u } e ne yax = ah-(k-l)(x) 0 .•. ah-I(x) 0 a; Jor _ an
a;(k) = ahl;l(x) 0 .•. 0 ah(~) for k < 0, is continuous in the strong operator topology and satisfies
a;(k) = (a~k))-1 for all x E X.
Proof. First, assume that k ?: 1. We proceed by induction on k. When k = 1 the map a(l): X -..
Aut(A) is simply a~l) = ax, which is continuous in the strong operator topology by assumption.
Suppose that a(k) is continuous in the strong operator topology for some k ?: 1. Let c > 0
be given, let a E A, and let x E X. Then there is a 01 > 0 such that d(x, y) < 01 implies
Ila~k)(a) - a£k) (a)1/ < ~c. Further, with b = a~k)(a), the strong operator continuity of a = a(l)
gives a 02> 0 such that d(x,y) < 02 implies Ilax(b) -ay(b)11 < ~c. Let 0 = min{01,02}' Then.
d(x,y) < 0 implies that
Ila~k+l)(a) - a£k+l)(a)11 S I/a~k+l)(a) - a y 0 a~k)(a)11 + /lay 0 a~k)(a) - a£k+l)(a)11
= Ilax(a~k)(a)) - ay(a~k)(a))11 + l1ay(a~k)(a) - a~k)(a))11
S IIc~x(b) - ay(b)11 + Ila~k\a) - a£k)(a)11
< 1c+ 12 2
=c.
It follows that a(k+ 1) is continuous at x in the strong operator topology. Since this holds for all
x EX, a(k+l) is continuous in the strong operator topology. By induction, a(k) is continuous in
the strong operator topology for all k ?: 1. To obtain continuity for all k E Z \ {O}, note that
9 = h- l is also a homeomorphism, and for any k ?: 1 we have
Applying the above argument to the map ,(k): X -.. Aut(A) given by ,(k)(x) = ax 0 ag-I(x) 0
ag-~'(x) shows that ,;,k) = ax 0 a1-k) is continuous at x in the strong operator topology for k?: 1.
Since a;1 is also continuous at x in the strong operator topology, so is a~-k) = a;1 o,;,k) Thus
a(k) is continuous in the strong operator topology for all k E Z.
Finally, a-I is continuous in the strong operator topology by Lemma IV.5, and so an
argument analogous to the one above, with a-I in place of a, shows that a~(k) is continuous
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in the strong operator topology for all k E Z. Further, it is easy to see that for any x EX,
o.~k) 0 o.;(k) = idA = o.;;:Ck) 0 o.~k). 0
Corollary IV.8. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV, 2, and let 13 E Aut(C(X, A)) be the
automorphism of Proposition IV. 6, For n E Z \ {O}, the automorphism f3n E Aut(C(X,A)) is
given explicitly by f3n (J) (x) = o.[:\f 0 h-n (x)) for all x EX.
Proof. We consider first the case where n 2: 1, and proceed by induction on n. Observe that for
all x E X, we have
and so the base case holds, Next, suppose that f3n(J)(x) = o:~n) (J 0 h-n(x)) for some n 2: 1. Then
for all x E X, we compute
f3n+1(J)(X) = f3n(f3(J))(x)
= o.[:1((f3(J)) 0 h-n(x))
= o:~n)(f3(J)(h-n(x)))
= o:~n)(O:h-n(x)(J 0 h-1(h- n(x))))
= o.~n) 0 O:h-n(x)(J 0 h-1- n(x))
= o:~n+l)(J 0 h-(n+l)(x)).
It follows that the result holds for all n 2: 1. To extend this result to all n E Z \ {O}, we ,first
observe that 'l/J E Aut(C(X, A)), given by 'l/J(J)(x) = O:h(~) (J 0 h(x)), satisfies 'l/J of3(J)(x) = f(x) =
13 0 'l/J(J)(x) for all f E C(X, A) and x E X, and hence 'l/J 0 13 = idc(X,A) = 13 0 'l/J. This gives
'l/J = 13-1 . Further, an induction argument entirely analogous to the one above shows that for
k 2: 1, 'l/Jk(J)(x) = o:~-k)(J 0 hk(x)) for all f E C(X,A) and x E X. But'l/J = 13- 1 implies that
(3-k (J)(x) = o:~-k) (J ohk(x)) for k 2: 1. Letting n = -k, it follows that (3n(J) (x ) = o.1n)(J oh-n(x))
for n < O. 0
Definition IV.9. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV. 2. For an open set V C X and a
projection pEA, the hereditary subalgebra of C(X, A) determined by V and Po, denoted by
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Her(V,po), is defined to be the hereditary subalgebra of C(X,A) generated by all functions f E
C(X, A) such that supp(f) C V and f :::; 10 p.
Lemma IV.IO. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV.2, and let a: X -* Aut(A) be continuous
in the strong operator topology. Let Po E A be a non-zero projection, assume that A has a unique
tracial state T, let k E Z, and let aCk) be as in Proposition IV. 7. Then for any projection pEA with
the property that T (p) < T (po), the function qp: X -* A given by qp (x) = a~k) (p) is a projection in
C(X, A) that satisfies qp ~ 10 Po.
Proof. It is clear that qp is continuous, that q; = qp, and that q~ = qp. Therefore, qp is a projection
in C(X,A). For any x E X, a~k) E Aut(A) implies that Toa~k) E T(A), and therefore Toa~k) = T.
Hence for any x EX, we have
Now let A E T(C(X,A)). Since A has a unique tradal state, Proposition IVA implies that there
is a Borel probability measure f-l on X such that
A(f) = LT(f(X)) df-l
for all f E C(X, A). Then the previous inequality gives
Since A E T(C(X,A)) was arbitrary and Proposition IV.3 implies that order on projections over
C(X, A) is determined by traces, we conclude that qp ~ 10 Po. o
We expect that the assumption that A has a unique tradal state can eventually be removed,
through a more careful analysis of the tradal state space of C(X, A). Several of the proofs we give
later will thus contain statements such as "for all T E T(A)" even though T(A) will contain only
one element T, since it is no more difficult to present them this way and will facilitate adapting
them to the more general situation.
Lemma IV.H. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV.2. Let p, q E C(X, A) be projections with
p ~ q. Then there is a unitary wE C(X, A) such that wpw* :::; q.
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Proof. Since C(X, A) has cancellation by Proposition IV.3, there exists a projection e E C(X, A)
such that e ::; q and partial isometries s, t E C(X, A) such that s* s = p, ss* = e, t*t = 1 - p, and
tt* = 1 - e. Define w = s + t. It is straightforward to check that s*t = st* = ts* = t* s = 0,
from which it follows that w*w = (s* + t*)(s + t) = s* s + t*t = P + (1 - p) = 1 and ww* =
(s + t)(s* + t*) = ss* + tt* = e + (1 - e) = 1, so w is unitary. Moreover,
wpw* = (s + t)p(s* + t*)
=sps* + tpt* + spt* + tps*
= S8* S8* + t(l- t*t)t* +ss* st* + t(l - t*t)s*
= e2 + tt' - tt*tt*
= e + (1 - e) - (1 - e)2
= e,
as required. D
Proposition IV.12. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV. 2. Suppose in addition that h
is uniquely ergodic, and let (X,h,/-1) be as in Notation III. 17. Let (3 E Aut(C(X,A)) be the
automorphism of Proposition IV. 6. Suppose that (X, h, /-1) has the dynamic comparison property,
and that A has a unique tmcial state. Then for every non-zero projection Po E A and every
non-empty open set V eX, there exist MEN and c > 0 such that whenever go E C(X) is positive
and satisfies /-1(supp(go)) < c, then there exist for 0 ::; k ::; M positive elements ak E C(X, A),
unitaries Wk E C(X, A), and r(k) E Z such that:
2. the elements (3r(kl(ak) are mutually orthogonal, and supp((3r(k) (ak)) C V for each k,.
3. with bk = wk(3r(k)(ak)w'k, the bk are mutually orthogonal positive elements in Her(V,po).
Pr'oof Set 8 = infrET(A) T(PO) > 0, and choose N E N such that N > 1 and liN < 8. Then
by Theorem 1.1 of [58] there exist 2N + 1 mutually orthogonal projections qo, ... ,q2N such that
qo ;::5 ql rv. ... rv q2N and L:~:o qj = 1. We immediately obtain r(qd = ... = r(q2N) for all
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7 E T(A). Then for 1 ::::: j ::::: 2N and each 7 E T(A), we have
2N 2N
1 = 7(1) = 2:: 7(qi) 2: 2:: 7(qi) = 2N 7(qj),
i=O i=l
and so 7(qJ) ::::: 1/2N . This gives 7(qj) < l/N < <5 for 1 ::::: j ::::: 2N . Hence 7(qj) < 7(PO) for
all 7 E T(A), and since the order on projections in A is determined by traces, we conclude that
qj ~ Po for 1 ::::: j ::::: 2N . Since qo ~ ql, we actually obtain qj ;::; Po for 0 ::::: j ::::: 2N .
Set J = 2N , and let (J" = il(V) > O. Choose J distinct points xo, ... ,XJ E V and for each
j consider the nested sequence of neighborhoods (B (xj, 1/k) )~ l' Choose K 1 E N so large that
B(Xi' 1/K 1 ) n B(xj, 1/K 1) = 0 for 0 ::::: i, j ::::: J and i i j (this can be done since X is Hausdorff)
and choose K 2 E N so large that il(B(xj, 1/K2 )) < (J"/(J + 1). This is possible since for 0 :::::
j ::::: 2N , the sequence (il(B(xj, l/k)))k=l decreases monotonically to O. Let K = max {K1,K2 },
. N -
and for 0 ::::: J ::::: 2 set Vi = B(xj, l/K) and Wj = B(xj, l/(K + 1)). Then Wj C W j C Vi,
il(Vi) < (J" /(J + 1), and the sets Vi are pairwise disjoint. Now set c = min {il(Wj ): 0 ::::: j ::::: M}.
Let go E C(X) be positive such that C = supp(go) satisfies il(C) < c. Then il(C) < il(Wj ) for
o ::::: j ::::: J. By assumption, X has the dynamic comparison property, and so for each a ::::: j ::::: J
there exist Mj E N, continuous functions hi: X -> [0,1] for a ::::: i ::::: M j , and Tj(i) E Z for
o ::::: i ::::: M j , such that 2:~0hi = 1 on C and such that the sets sUPP(fj,i 0 h-rj(i)) are pairwise
disjoint subsets of Vi for a ::::: i ::::: M j .
For a ::::: j ::::: J and a ::::: i ::::: Mj , define qj,i: X -> A by qj,i(X) = (X~rj(i))(qj). Then
by Lemma IV.10, each qj,i is an element of C(X,A) and qj,i ~ 1 ® Po (since 7(qj) < <5 for
all 7 E T(A)). Hence by Lemma IV.D, there exist unitaries Wj,i E C(X, A) for a ::::: j ::::: J,
a ::::: i ::::: Mj such that Wj,iqj,iwj,i ::::: 1 ® Po. Now for a ::::: j ::::: J and a ::::: i ::::: Mj set aj,i = hi ® qj
and bj,i = Wj,if3rj (i) (aj,i)wi,i'
Let x E X. If x rt C, then (go ® l)(x) = a ::::: 2::=0 2:~~/Oaj,i(x), If x E C, then we
compute
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It follows that go 0 1 :s: EJ=o E~jo aj,i' Next, for any x E X, we have
/3rj(i) (aj,i)(x) = a~rj(i))((fj,i 0 h-rj(i)(x))qj)
= (fj,i 0 h-rj(i) (x))arj(i)) (qj)
= (fj,i 0 h-rj(i) (X))qj,i(X).
This gives supp(/3r j (i)(aj,i)) C sUPP(fj,i 0 h-rj(i)) c V and hence the sets supp(/3rj (i)(aj,i))
are pairwise disjoint, implying that the elements j3Tj(i)(aj,i) are mutually orthogonal. Since
supp(bj,i) c supp(/3r j (i) (aj,i)), it follows immediately that the bj,i are also mutually orthogonal.
Moreover, as 0 :s: hi :s: 1 and Wj,iqj,iwj,i :s: Po, it follows that 0 :s: bj,i :s: 1 0 Po. Therefore, the
bi,i are mutually orthogonal positive elements in Her(V,po). Now simply order the aj,i, Wj,i, dj(i),
and bj,i as ak, Wk, d(k), and bk for 0 :s: k:S: M, where M + 1 = EJ=o M j . 0
Lemma IV.13. Let E c C be open, let I: E ---+ C be continuous, let A be a unital C' -algebra,
and set Q = {b E A: b is normal with sp(b) c E}. Then <p: Q ---+ A given by <p(b) = I(b) is
norm-continuous.
Pmo[ This is easily adapted from Lemma 2.5.11 of [19]. o
Proposition IV.14. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV.2. Let 9 E C(X, A) be a non-zem
positive element with Ilg/l = 1. Then there is an open set V C supp(g), a non-zem pmjection
Po E A, and a 'unitary wE C(X, A) such that wlw' E gC(X, A)g lor all IE Her(V,po).
Pmo[ Let c > 0 be given, and assume that c < 1. Since Ilgll = 1 and X is compact, there exists
Xo E supp(g) such that IIg(xo)11 = 1. Let a = g(xo) (note that a ~ 0 since 9 is positive) and define
continuous functions k1, k2 : [0, 1] ---+ [0, 1] by
O<t<I--£
- - 32
and
O<t<I-..£.
- - 64
1 - :4 < t :s: 1.
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IIa - al II = sup It - kl (t)1 < 116 C ,
tE[O,llalll
This gives IIa2a - a211 = IIa2a - a2alll S Iia - alii < -hc. Since A is simple, unital, and has tracial
rank zero it also has real rank zero by Theorem 3.6.11 of [19], so there is a non-zero projection
q E a2Aa2. Then a2al = a2 implies that qal = q. We thus obtain Ilqa - qll = IIqa - qalll S
Iia - alii < l~c, and similarly I/aq -- qll < 116c. Now choose a neighborhood U of xo such that
I/g(x) - g(xo)11 < kc for all x E U. Using the compactness of X, choose an open set We U with
W c U,and set K = W. Then for all x E K,
Ilqg(x) - qll s Ilqg(x) - qg(xo)11 + Ilqg(xo) - qll
s IIg(x) - g(xo)1I + Ilqa - qll
< !c +!c8 8
So for all x E K, we have
Ilg(x)qg(x) - qll :S I/g(x)qg(x) - g(x)qll + Ilg(x)q - qll
:S IIg(x)llllqg(x) - qll + I/g(x)q - qll
_ I
- :iC'
Set E = (-00,1/2) U (1/2,00), f = X(I/2,oo), and Q = {b E A: b is normal with sp(b) c E}.
Apply Lemma IV.13 to obtain a continuous function rp: Q -4 A such that rp(b) = X(I/2,oo)(b) for
all bE Q. Next observe that for all x E K, I/g(x)qg(x) - qll < ~c < ~ implies that g(x)qg(x) E Q.
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Thus we may define a function 'l/J: K --> Q by 'l/J(x) = g(x)qg(x). Further, for x,y E K we have
1I'l/J(x) - 'l/J(y) II = Ilg(x)qg(x) - g(y)qg(y) II
S; Ilg(x)qg(x) - qll + Ilq - g(y)qg(y)11
< If + If2 2
= f,
which implies that 'l/J is continuous on K. Now setting pCO) = <p 0 'l/J gives a continuous function
pCO): K --> A with pCO)(x) = XCl/2.oo)(g(x)qg(x)) E g(x)Ag(x) for all x E K. Extend pCO) to a
continuous function p: X --> A such that supp(p) C supp(g). Choose 6 > 0 so small that 6 < 1
and d(x, xo) < 6 implies p(x) is a projection. Set Vo = B(p(xo),6) and V = p-l(VO)' Then
Xo EVe V, and IIp(x) - p(xo)11 ::; ~ < 1 for all x E V by the continuity of p. Let Po = p(xo) and
F=V.
Set PF = PIF and let e: F --> A be the constant function e(x) = Po. Then PF and e
are projections in C(F,A), and satisfy IlpF(X) - e(x)11 = lip (x) - Poll S; 6 for all x E F. This
implies that ![PF - ell < 1, and so by Lemma 2.5.1 of (19], there is a unitary u E C(F, A) such that
UPFU* = e and 111 - ull S; /2I1PF - ell. This norm estimate further implies that 111 - ull < /2,
and so u E Uo(C(F, A)). (Recall that for a unital C*-algebra B, Uo(B) denotes the connected
component of U(B) containing IB). Since the restriction map Uo(C(X,A)) -.. Uo(C(F,A)) is
surjective, there is awE Uo(C(X, A)) such that wlF = U. If f E Her(V,po), then supp(f) C F and
f S; 10 Po· Then for any x E supp(f), we have w(x)f(x)w(x)* S; w(x)pow; = u(x)Pou; = p(x).
Thus for every f E Her(V,po), supp(f) C F c supp(g) and f(x) E g(x)Ag(x) for all x E X. 0
Theorem IV.15. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV.2. Assume that h is uniquely ergodic,
and let (X, h, p,) be as in Notation III.n. If (X, h) has the topological small boundary property, A
has a unique tracial state, and (3 E Aut(C(X,A)) is the automorphism of Proposition IV.6, then
(3 has the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property.
Proof. First observe that by the choice of X and h and the assumption that (X, h) has the
topological small boundary property, Theorem III.25 implies that (X, h, p,) has the dynamic
comparison property. Let f > 0, let F c C(X, A) be finite, let n E N, and let g E C(X, A)
be positive with Jlgil = 1. By Proposition IV.14, there is non-zero projection Po E A, an open set
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v c supp(g), and a unitary u E C(X, A) such that ufu* E gC(X, A)g for all f E Her(V,po). By
Proposition IV.12, there is an MEN and a b > 0 such that for any positive element go E C(X)
with f1(supp(go)) < b, there exist for 0 :::; k :::; M positive elements ak E C(X, A), unitaries
Wk E C(X., A), and r(k) E Z such that E~o ak ? go Q9 1, the elements (3r(k)(ak) are mutually
orthogonal, and such that with bk = wk(3r(k) (ak)wk' the bk are mutually orthogonal elements of
Her(V, Po). By the continuity of 9 and the compactness of X, there exist Xo E X with IIg(xo)/1 = 1
and an open neighborhood G of xo such that IIg(x) II > 1 - ~E for all x E G. Choose open
neighborhoods Go, G1,G2 of xo such that G2 c 02 C G1 C 0 1 C Go c G, f1(Go) < b, and
Ilg(x)11 > 1 - E for all x E G2 . Choose continuous functions gO,gl; X --t [0,1] such that gl = 1 on
O2 , supp(gd c GI, go = 1 on G1, and supp(go) c Go. Apply Proposition IV.12 with go to obtain
the ak, Wk, and r(k) described above. Set CJ = min 0f1(G2), E} and choose KEN so large that
*< kCJ. Apply Lemma III.23 with N = nK to obtain a closed set Y c X such that int(Y) :f. 0,
8Y is topologically h-small, and the sets Y, h(Y), ... , hnK (Y) are pairwise disjoint. Adopt the
notation of Theorem IlL8, and let M = (1 + 1) E~=o n(k). Then:
1. the sets hj (YkO) are pairwise disjoint for 0 :::; k :::; 1 and 0 :::; j :::; n(k) - 1;
3 U1 Un(k)-l hj(Yi) = X·
. k=O J=O k ,
4. 8h j (yk ) is topologically h-small for 0 :::; k :::; 1 and 0 :::; j :::; n(k) - 1;
5. for 0 :::; k :::; 1, there exists an open set Uk C Yko such that Uk c Yk', aUk is topologically
h-small, and f1(Yk) - f1(Uk) < s'Fvt;
6. for 0 :::; k :::; 1, there exists an open set Wk C Uk such that W k C Uk, aWk is topologically
Properties (1) - (3) follow immediately from Theorem IlL8, and property (4) is given by Lemma
III.24. For (5), we apply Proposition IlL7 to Yk' and s'!w to obtain non-empty open sets Uk with the
given properties, and for (6) we apply Proposition III.7 to Uk and 8';..,[ to obtain non-empty open
sets Wk with the given properties. Now for 0:::; k :::; 1 set s(k) = max{m? 1: mn:::; n(k) -I}.
Note that s(k) ~ K by the choice of Y. For a :::; k :::; 1 and a :::; j :::; s(k), choose continuous
functions ck~j: X --t [0,1J such that c~~j = 1 on hjn(Wk), and supp(ek~j) C Uk = O. Next set
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Ck,j = ck~; @ 1 for 0 :::; k :::; land 0 :::; j :::; s(k). Finally, define co, ... ,en E C(X, A) by setting
I s(k)
CO = LLck,i
k=Oj=O
and CHI = f3( Cj) for 0 :::; j :::; n - 1. It follows immediately from these definitions that:
1. 0:::; Cj :::; 1 for 0 :::; j :::; n;
2. CjCk = 0 for 0 :::; j, k :::; nand j =F kj
3. 11f3(cj) - cHIli = 0 for 0:::; j:::; n -1;
4. Ilcjj - jCjl1 = 0 for O:::;j:::; n and for all j E F.
Now set C= 'L7=0 Cj and let C = supp(1 - c). Then we have
I s(k)n
C eX \ U U hj(Wk ).
k=O j=O
Also, aYk topologically h-small for 0 :::; k :::; l implies that /1(aYk) = 0 by Corollary IILl6, and so
/1(Yk) = /1(yn. Since the yko are pairwise disjoint, we obtain the inequality
Further, the h-invariance of /1 and the pairwise disjointness of the sets hi (Y) for 0 :::; j :::; nK imply
that
nK nK
1 ~ L/1(hj (y)) = L/1(Y) = nK/1(Y)
j=o j=o
and so we have /1(Y) < l/(nK). Observing that the sets aUk and aWk all have measure zero by
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Corollary III.16, it follows that
M(C) $ M (X \k~ghi (Wkl)
I n(k)-1 I s(k)n
::; L L f-L(hj(Yk)) + L L (f-L(hj(Uk \ Wk)) + f-L(hj(Yk \ Uk)))
k=O j=s(k)n+1 k=o j=o
I n(k)-1 I s(k)n
= L L f-L(Yk) + L L (f-L(Uk \ Wk) + f-L(Yk \ Uk))
k=O j=s(k)n+1 k=O j=o
I s(k)n
::; (n + l)f-L(Y) + L L ((f-L(Uk) - f-L(Wk)) + (f-L(Yk) - f-L(Uk)))
k=o j=o
< n + 1 + M (~ +~)
nK 8M 8M
2 1< - +-IIK 4
1< ZII.
Thus f-L(C) < II < f-L(Gz), and so by the dynamic comparison property there exist N E N,
continuous functions f;o); X -> [0,1] for a ::; j ::; N, and d(O), ... ,d(N) E IE such that
2:f=o f;o) = 1 on C, and such that the sets supp(fjO) 0 h-d(j») are pairwise disjoint subsets
of G 1 for a ::; j ::; N. Define continuous functions fJ: X -> A by fJ = fjO) I8l 1. Then
1 - c ::; 2:f=o fj, and for 0 ::; j ::; N, the elements (3d(j) (fJ) are mutually orthogonal positive
elements in (g1 18l1)C(X, A)(g1 18l1). For a ::; j ::; Nand a ::; k ::; M, define ej,k = fJ{3-d(j)(ak)'
Since the (3d(j)(fJ) are mutually orthogonal elements of (g1 18l1)C(X,A)(g1 18l1), it follows that
2:f=o{3d(j)(fj 18l1) ::; go 18l1. Moreover, since (3d(j)+r(k)(ej,k) = (3r(k)+d(j)(fJ){3r(k)(ak) and the
fj are central, the elements (3d(j)+r(k)(ej,k) are mutually orthogonal. Now let Uj,k = UWk for
0::; j::; N, 0::; k::; M. Then
Since (3d(j)+r(k) (fJ) E C(X) and UbkU* E gC(X, A)g, it follows that Uj,kej,kuj,k E gC(X, A)g.
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Finally, we compute
t,t,ej'k = t,t,fJ(3-dU)(ak) = t,fj(3-dU) (t,ak)
N
~ L fj(3-d Ci l(gO 0 1)
j=O
N
= L (3-d(j) ((3d(j) (fj)(go 01))
j=O
N
= L (3-d(j) ((3d(j) (fj))
j=O
N
= Lfj
j=O
~ 1- e.
Now re-order the elements ej,kJUj,k, and d(j) + r(k) as ei,Ui, and t(i) for 0 :s; i :s; I, where
I = (M + 1)(N + 1). It follows that 1 - e :s; 'E:=o ei, (3t(i)(ei)(3t(j)(ej) = 0 for 0 :s; i,j :s; I and
i i= j, and Uie;U; E gC(X,A)g for O:S; i:S; I. Finally, as I1(G2 ) > I1(C), there is an x E G2 such
that x rt. C. Then (1- e)(x) = 0, and so e(x) = 1. It follows that /Ie(x)g(x)e(x)/1 = /Ig(x)/1 > l-c,
which implies that Ilegell > 1 - c. Thus, (3 has the tradal quasi-Rokhlin property. 0
In order to apply our structure theorems from Chapter II to C*(Z, C(X, A), (3), we require
information about the ideals of C(X, A).
Lemma IV.16. Let (X,h) and A be as in Notation IV. 2. If F c X is closed, then IF =
{j E C(X, A): flF = O} is an ideal in C(X, A). Moreover, given any ideal I C C(X, A), I = IF
for some closed set F eX.
Proof. For F C X closed, it is obvious that IF as given above is an ideal in C(X, A). Now let
Ie C(X, A) be an ideal. Define F C X by F = {x EX: f(x) = 0 for all f E I}, which is certainly
a closed subset of X. Set IF = {j E C(X, A): flF = O}, which we have already shown is an ideal
of C(X, A). From the definition of F it is clear that I c IF. To prove the converse, let Xo EX \ F.
We claim that {g(xo): 9 E I} is dense in A. To see this, let c5 > 0 be given, and let a E A. Since
Xo rt. F, there is a function go E I such that go(xo) i= O. Then the ideal Ago(xo)A is non-zero
and so equals A by the simplicity of A. It follows that there exist bl , .•• ,bn , el,' .. ,en E A such
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that Ila- L:7=lbjgo(xo)cjll < J. Define a function 9 E C(X,A) by 9 = L:7=1(1 iZIbj )go(l iZIcJ ).
Then f E I as go E I and 1 iZI bj , 1 iZI Cj E C(X,A), and Ilgxo - all < J. Now let 6 > 0 be given
and let q E h. For each x E X, choose fx E I such that Ilfx(x) - q(x)11 < te:. This can be done
by taking fx = 0 whenever x E F, and for x f/. F, fx can be obtained from the previous claim.
Next for each x E X choose an open neighborhood Ux of x such that Ilfx(x) - fx(y)II < te: and
Ilq(x) - q(y)11 < ie: for all y E Ux. We obtain an open cover {Ux : x E X} of X, which has a finite
subcover {Uxp ... , UXN }' Let h, . .. ,fn be the functions corresponding to the points Xl, ... ,Xn-
Choose a partition of unity 'PI, ... , 'PN subordinate to this cover, let gj = 'Pjh for 1 ~ j ~ N, and
set 9 = Z~=l gj' Then 9 E I, and for 1 ~ j ~ N and every x E X we have
_ 3
- 4e:·
This implies that, for every x EX,
N
Ilq(x) - g(x)11 = q(x) - I: 'Pj(x)fj(x)
j=l
I: 'Pj(x)q(x) - I: 'Pj(x)fj(x)
{j: xEUj} {j: xEUj}
I: 'Pj(x)(q(x) - fj(x))
{j:xEUj}
< I: II'Pj(x)(q(x) - h(x))11
{j: xEU j }
I: 'Pj(x) Ilq(x) - fj(x)11
{j: xEUj}
s: C~U'l 'Pj(X)) (j"::'&,l IIlq(x) - !j(x)1I1
It follows that Ilq - fll < e:, and hence q E I as I is closed. Therefore h c I, which completes the
proof. []
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Proposition IV.17. Let (X, h) and A be as in Notation IV.2. Then the C*-algebra C(X,A) has
no non-trivial (3-invariant ideals.
Proof. Let I c C(X, A) be a non-trivial ideal. By Lemma IV.16, there is a closed set F c X
such that I = {f E C(X, A); f(x) = 0 for all x E F}. Then F -=1= 0 and F -=1= X as I is non-trivial.
Suppose that I is (3-invariant. Then (3(1) C I, and so for any f E I, we have (3(J) E I. Then
for any x E F, f(x) = 0 and (3(J)(x) = O. But 0 = (3(J)(x) = ax(f 0 h-!(x)) implies that
f 0 h-!(x) = 0 since ax E Aut(A). Thus f(x) = 0 for all x E F n h-!(F). The (3-invariance of I
further implies that (3n(f) E I for all n EN, and recalling that (3n(f) (x) = a~n)(f oh-n(x)) (this
is Corollary IV.8) and that a(n) E Aut(A), it follows that for any f E I, we have f(x) = 0 for all
x E U:=o h-n(F). By assumption F is closed and non-empty, and so the minimality of h gives
U:=o h-n(F) = X. Thus f(x) = 0 for all x E X, which implies f = O. It follows that I = 0, a
contradiction. Therefore I cannot be (3-invariant, and the desired result follows. D
Corollary IV.18. Let (X, h, /1-), A, and (3 be as in Theorem IV.IS. Then the crossed product
C* -algebra C*(Z, C(X, A), (3) is simple.
Proof. By Proposition IV.17, C( X, A) has no non-trivial (3-invariant ideals. Since (3 has the tradal
quasi-Rokhlin property, Theorem II.4 implies that C*(Z, C(X, A), (3) is simple. D
Definition IV.19. A topological space X is topologically scattered if every closed subset Y of X
contains a point y that is relatively isolated in Y.
It is a standard result (see [38]) that a compact Hausdorff space X is topologically scattered
if and only if every Radon measure on X is atomic; that is, if and only if for any Radon measure
1/ on X, there exist point-mass measures (I/j)~! and real numbers (tj)~!, satisfying tj 2: 0 for all
j 2: 1 and L::~! tj = 1, such that
00
1/ = L tjl/j .
j=!
Definition II.lO can be thought of as a noncommutative version of this one, with an atomic state
playing the role of a "noncommutative atomic Radon measure".
Proposition IV.20. Given any infinite compact metric space X that has a minimal
homeomorphism h; X ---; X and any simple, separable, unital C* -algebra A, the C* -algebra
C(X, A) is not scattered.
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Proof First note that as X has a minimal homeomorphism, it cannot be topologically scattered.
Indeed if we take Y = X, then for X to be topologically scattered it must contain at least one
isolated point y, which is impossible since the h-orbit of every x E X is dense in X. Therefore X
has a non-atomic radon measure v. Define a state 'Pv on C(X) by
Wv(f) = if dv.
We claim that Wv is a non-atomic state. If it were atomic, we could write Wv = I::1 Oi'Pi for
some sequence of pure states ('Pi)~l and some sequence of nonnegative real numbers (Oi)~l such
that I::1Oi = 1. By the Riesz Representation Theorem, we would obtain v = I:::1Vi for some
sequence of point-mass measures Vi, a contradiction. Now let w be any non-zero state on A,
and suppose the state Wv iZl w is atomic. By Theorem IV.4.14 of [49], we may write Wv iZl w =
I::1 ti('Pi iZl Wi) for some sequences of pure states ('Pi)~l on C(X) and (Wi)~l on A, and for
some sequence of nonnegative real numbers (ti)~l such that 2:: 1 ti = 1. Then for any f E C(X),
we have
00
(Wv iZlw)(fiZll) = Lti'Pi(f)
i=l
which implies that 'l/Jv = I::1ti'Pi, a contradiction to Wv being non-atomic. o
Corollary IV.21. Let (X,h,f-L), A, and (3 be as in Theorem IV.15. Then the restriction map
T(C*(Z,C(X,A),{3)) ----. T{J(C(X,A)) is a bijection.
Proof By Proposition IV.20, C(X, A) is not a scattered C* -algebra, and by Proposition IV.17,
C(X, A) has no {3-invariant ideals. Since (3 has the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property, the result follows
from Theorem II.12. o
We summarize the results of this chapter for crossed product C*-algebras by
automorphisms with the tracial quasi-Rokhlin property.
Theorem IV.22. Let X be an infinite compact metric space with finite covering dimension, let
h: X ----. X be a uniquely ergodic minimal homeomorphism with unique h-invariant Borel probability
measure f-L, and let A be a simple, separable, unital C* -algebra with tracial rank zero and satisfying
the Universal Coefficient Theorem. Let a: X ----. Aut(A) be a strong operator continuous map, and
let (3 E Aut(C(X, A)) be defined as in Proposition IV.6. Suppose that (X, h, f-L) has the topological
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small boundary property, and that A has a unique tracial state. Then the crossed product C* -algebra
C*(2, C(X, A),,6) is simple and has a unique tracial state.
We conclude by presenting some examples of crossed product C*-algebras of the form
C* (2, C(X, A),,6) that have good structure properties. All of these results are already known, but
they suggest that algebras of this form (that is, those described by Theorem IV.22) could have
these properties more generally.
Example IV.23. If A = C, then C*(2, C(X, A),,6) is just C*(2, X, h), whose structure has
been extensively studied in [29} and [24} (among other places), as discussed in the Introduction.
(Note that any results about C(X, A) which depended on A being infinite-dimensional, specifically
Proposition IV.S, are well-known for the commutative case). In particular, if the map
PC+(Z,X,h): K o(C*(2,X, h)) ---4 Aff(T(C*(2, X, h))) (where Aff(t.) denotes the space of real-valued
affine functions on 6.) given by
has dense range, then C*(2, X, h) has tracial rank zero. If X is a compact smooth manifold and
h is a minimal diffeomorphism, then it is possible to give an explicit direct limit decomposition for
C*(2, X, h) as a direct limit of recursive subhomogeneous algebras.
Let e,TJ E lR \ Q, let X = SI, let A = Ae, and let h: X ---4 X be given by h() = e- 21l'iT/(.
Let f,9 E C(SI,Sl) and let)., E Aut(Ae). We identify Ae with C*(u,v), where vu = e21l'ieuv .
Define a mapping 0:: Sl ---4 Aut(Ae) by o:(() = 0:(, where
o:((u) = f(().,(u), o:dv) = g(().,(v).
To see that 0: is continuous in the strong operator topology, let c: > a be given. Choose 6 > 0 such
that Ilf((l) - f((2)11 < c and Ilg((l) - g((2)11 < c whenever d((1,(2) < 6. Then
1I0:(1(U) - 0:(2 (u)11 = Ilf((l).,(u) - f((z)"(u) II
~ Ilf((l) - f((2)1111).,(u)11
= Ilf((l) - f((2)11
< c,
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and similarly Ilacl (v) - aC2(v)11 S l[g((I) - g((2)/I < c. This checks pointwise norm continuity on
the generators of Ali, and it follows that a is strong operator continuous. By Theorem IV.I5, (3
has the tradal quasi-Rokhlin property. Let us identify C(SI) with C*(z), where z is the image
(under the Gelfand transform) of the function z(() = (. Then we have the further identification
where the relations are given by (writing u, v, and z instead of 1 0 u, 10 v, and z 0 1)
uz = zu, vz = zv,
Using functional calculus, we may then write (3 explicitly as
(3(u) = f(z)A(u), (3(v) = g(Z)A(V).
Making specific choices of f, g, and A allows us to say even more.
Example IV.24. Let TJ = e (so that h(() = e21rili (), let f and g be given by f( () = 1 and g( () = (,
and let A = idA be the identity automorphism of A. Then aC is given by ac(u) = u, a((v) = (v.
It follows that {3 is given by
(3(u) = u, (3(v) = zv.
Letting w denote the canonical unitary in the transformation group C* -algebra C* (Z, C(SI, Ali), (3),
we can identify this algebra with C* (u, v, z, w), subject to the relations
vu = e21riliuv,
wz = e21rili zw,
uz = zu,
wu = uw,
vz = zv
wv = zvw.
This gives an isomorphism between C*(Z,C(SI,A Ii ),{3) and the C*-algebra A~,3 of [33}.
Proposition 4.1 of [37} then implies that C*(Z,C(SI,A Ii ),{3) is isomorphic to a transformation
group C*-algebra C*(Z,C*(Z,SI x SI,if;),,), where if; is a smooth minimal Furstenberg
transformation and , has the tracial Rokhlin property. By Corollary 4.2 of [37},
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C* (Z, C(Sl, Ae), (3) has stable rank one, real rank zero, a unique tracial state, and order on
projections is determined by traces.
Example IV.25. We can also obtain the C* -algebra A~,6 of {33} as a crossed product C* -algebra
C*(Z,C(Sl,Ae),(3) (with analogous structural conclusions using (37}). This time, take TJ = 8,
f(C) = (, g(() = 1, and let A be given by A(U) = U and A(V) = UV. Then a( is given by
adu) = (u,a((v) = v and (3 is given by
(3(u) = zu, (3(v) = UV.
Again letting w denote the canonical unitary in C*(Z,C(Sl,Ae),(3), we can identify this crossed
product C*-algebra with C*(u,v,w,z) subject to the relations
wz = e27riezw,
uz = zu,
wu = zuw,
vz = zv
wv = uvw.
which is easily seen to be the same set of generators and relations as for A~,6 .
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CHAPTER V
RECURSIVE STRUCTURE FOR CERTAIN SUBALGEBRAS OF C*(Z,C(X,A),,8)
In order to obtain a more complete description for the structure of the crossed product
C*-algebra C*(Z,C(X,A),,6), we begin an adaption of the extensive theory developed in [29]
and subsequent work. Specifically, for Y c X we introduce a class of subalgebras By of
C*(Z,C(X,A),,8) that will play an analogous role to the algebras A(Y) of [29], and show that,
under appropriate conditions on Y, they have a tractable recursive structure. For a point y EX,
we will be especially interested in the relationship between the approximating subalgebra B{y}
and the entire crossed product C*-algebra, which will be explored in Chapter VI. We start by
introducing the formalism for a generalization of the recursive subhomogeneous algebras introduced
in [39] that were crucial for the analysis in [29] and [24].
Definition V.l. Let A, B, C be unital C* -algebras, and let <p: A -. C and 'lj;: B -. C be unital
homomorphisms. Then the associated pullback C*-algebra A EBe,'P1/; B is defined by
A EBe,'P,1/; B = {(a, b) E A EB B: <p(a) = 'lj;(b)}.
We frequently write A EBe B when the maps <p and 'lj; are understood.
Definition V.2. Let A be a simple, unital C* -algebra. The class of recursive A-subhomogeneous
algebras is the smallest class R of C* -algebras that is closed under isomorphism such that:
1. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and n ~ 1, then C(X, Mn(A)) E R.
2. If B E R, X is compact Hausdorff, n ~ I, x(O) c X is closed, <p: B -. C(X(O),Mn(A))
is a unital homomorphism, and p: C(X, Mn(A)) ----> C(XCO), Mn(A)) is the restriction
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homomorphism, then the pullback
BEBC(X(O),M,,(A)) C(X,Mn(A)) = {(b,J) E BEBC(X,Mn(A)): t.p(b) = pU)}
is in n.
Taking A = C in this definition gives the usual definition for the class of recursive
subhomogeneous algebras (see [39]).
Definition V.3. We adopt the following standard notation fOT recursive A-subhomogeneous
algebras. The definition implies that any recursive A-subhomogeneous algebra R can be written
in the form
with Ck = C(Xk, Mn(k)(A)) for compact Hausdorff spaces X k and positive integers n(k), and
with CkO) = C(XkO) , Mn(k)(A)) for compact subsets XkO) c Xk (possibly empty), where the maps
Pk: Ck -7 CkO) are always the restriction maps. An expression of this type for R will be referred
to as a decomposition of R, and the notation that appeaTS here will be referred to as the standard
notation for a decomposition. We associate to this decomposition:
1. its length I,.
2. the k-th stage algebra
3. its base spaces XO, ... , Xl and total space X = U~=O Xk,o
4. its matrix sizes n(O), ... , n(l) and matrix size function m: X -7 Z~o defined by m(x) = n(k)
when x E X k (this is called the matrix size of R at x);
5. its minimum matrix size mink n(k) and maximum matrix .size maxk n(k),o
6. its topological dimension dim(X) = maxk dim(Xk) and topological dimension function
d: X -7 Z~o, defined by d(x) = dim(Xk) for x E Xk (this is called the topological dimension
of Rat x);
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7. its standard representation (J = (JR: R ---. EB~=oC(Xk>Mn(k)(A)), defined by forgetting the
restriction to a subalgebra in each of the fibered products in the decomposition;
8. the associated evaluation maps evx : R ---. Mn(k)(A), defined to be the restriction of the usual
evaluation map on EB~=oC(Xk,Mn(k)(A)) to R (where R is identified with a subalgebra of
this algebra through the standard representation (JR)'
Definition V.4. Adopt Notation IV,2, let fJ be the a'utomorphism of Proposition IV, 6, and write
B = C*(2,C(X,A),fJ). For Y C X closed, we define
By = C*(2, C(X, A), fJ)y = C*(C(X, A), uCo(X \ Y, A)) c C*(2, C(X, A),fJ)
where we identify Co(X\ Y, A) with the subalgebra ofC(X, A) consisting of all continuous functions
f: X ---. A that vanish on Y.
Proposition V.5. Let Yo EX, and let Y1 :J Y2 :J ... be closed subsets of X such that n:'=l Yn =
{Yo}. Then B{yo} = U:'=l BYn = li:!!JByn ·
Proof Let c > 0 be given and let f E Co(X \ {y}, A). Since f(yo) = 0, there is a 8 > 0 such
that Ilf(x)11 < ~c for all x E B(Yo,8). The compactness of the Yn and the inclusionsYn +1 C Yn
imply that 00 > diam(YI) ;::: diam(Y2 ) ;::: "', and moreover diam(Yn ) ---. diam( {Yo}) = O. Hence
there is an N E N such that diam(Yn ) < i8 for n ;::: N. Let V be an open set such that
YN C V and diam(V) < 18. Since yo E V, we must have V C B(yo, 8). Now choose a continuous
function go: X ---. [0,1] such that go = 0 on YN and go = 1 on X \ V, and set g = gof. Then
g E Co(X\Yn, A) for n ;::: N, g(x) = f(x) for all x E X\ V, and x E V implies that IIf(x) - g(x)11 :S
Ilf(x)11 (l-go(x)) S; Ilf(x)11 < ~c. It follows that Ilf - gil < c, and so f E CO(X\Yn,A) for n;::: N.
Then uf E By", which implies the result since these elements, along with the elements ofC(X,A),
generate B{y}. Note that 1 E C(X, A) c BYn so the inclusion maps B Yn ---. B yn+! are unital, and
clearly injective. 0
The results that follow for the remainder of this chapter are mostly adapted from Section
1 of [29]. Some of the proofs there go through nearly or entirely unchanged, while others require
more substantial adjustment to handle the fact that C(X, A) is not in general a commutative
C*-algebra.
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Notation V.6. Let Y c X be closed with int(Y) =1= 0 and p(Y) = O. Following Theorem III. 8,
construct the Rokhlin tower over Y by first return times to Y, obtaining non-negative integers
n(O) < n( 1) < ... < n(l) and sets
Y k = {y E Y: r(y) = n(k)}
such that:
and YkO = int( {y E Y: r(y) = n(k)})
1. the sets h j (Yin are pairwise disjoint for 0 ::::: k ::::: I and 1 ::::: j ::::: n( k),.
For m 2: 0, we set
We observe that G m = 0 for m 2: n(l) - 1 since
Note that we have departed slightly from the notation of Theorem IlL8 by effectively
taking the base of the tower to be h(Y) rather than Y, a choice that will prove more convenient
for our present purposes.
Proposition V. 7. Following Notation V.6 and Definition V.4, we have the Banach space
topological direct sum
n(l)-l n(l)-l
By = EB Gj-1U-j EEl C(X,A) EEl EB ujGj _ 1 .
Proof. Let
j=l j=l
n(l)-l n(l)-l
G = EB Gj-lu- j EEl C(X, A) EEl EB ujGj - 1 •
j=l j=l
Note that this is clearly an algebraic direct sum, and that each summand is a closed subspace of
C*(Z, C(X, A),.I3). Let E: C*(Z, C(X, A),,8) -> C(X, A) be the canonical conditional expectation,
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and for 1 :::; j :::; n(l) define maps 7[j and Pi on G by 7[j(a) = E(aui)u- i and Pi(a) = ui E(u-ia).
Then 7[i and Pi are continuous projections from G to the summands Gi_Iu-i and uiGi _1
respectively. Defining 7[(a) = E(a) gives a continuous projection from G to the summand C(X,A),
and together with the 1ri and Pi this implies G is a Banach space topological direct sum.
Next, we verify that G is a C*-subalgebra of C*(Z, C(X, A),,8). First, it is clear that G
is closed under addition. Also, for any j with 1 :::; j :::; n(l) - 1, we have [UiGi _I ]* = Gi_IU-i
and [Gi_Iu-ij* = uiGi - l , which shows that G is closed under adjoints. Now let 1 E Gi - I
and g E Gk-I with 1 :::; j, k :::; n(l) - 1. We claim that (3-k(j)g E Gj+k-I. To see this, let
x E U~~;-I h-i(y). Then either x E U7:~ h-i(y), in which case g(x) = 0, or x E U{~:-I h-i(y),
in which case hk(x) E U{~:-I hk-i(y) = U~:; h-r(y), which implies 10 hk(x) = O. This proves
the claim. It follows immediately that (ui f)(ukg) = ui +k(3-k(j)g E Ui+kGj+k_l. Next, the
previous calculation shows that (ukg*)(ui f*) E Ui+kGj+k_l, and the adjoint calculation then
gives (ju-i)(gu- k) = [(u i f*)(ukg*)]* E Gj+k_IU-U+k). If j > k, then we further compute
(ui f)(gu- k) = ui lu-k(3k(g) = ui - k(3k(j)(3k(g) and observe that (3k(j)(3k(g) E Gi - k- I since
for any x E Ut:;-I h-i(y), we have h-k(x) E U{:;-I h-(i+k)(y) = U~:; h-r(y) and so 10
h-k(x) = O. Finally, for j > k the previous cal!:;ulation and the adjoint calculation together give
(ukg)(ju- i ) =: [(ui f*)(gu- k)]* E Gi_k_IU-U-k). From these four cases it follows that G is closed
under multiplication. Hence G is a C*-subalgebra of C* (Z, C(X, A), (3) which certainly contains
C(X, A) and uGo = uCo(X \ y, A), and hence contains By as well.
To see that G is contained in By 1 it suffices to proves that for any k with 0 :::; k :::; n(l) - 1
and any 1 E Gk-I, we have uk1 E By. By the Cohen factorization theorem (see Theorem 2.9.24
of [6]), there exist 10,"" lk-I E Gk-I such that 1 = rr~:~ Ii- Then we may write
. k-I' .For any x E Y and any 0 :::; i :::; k - 1, h-'(x) E Ui=o h-J(y), and so (3'(ji)(X) = O. Therefore
(3i(ji) E Co(X \ y, A) for 0 :s; i :::; k - 1, which implies that u(3i(j;) E B{y} for 0 :::; i :s; k - 1. It
follows that uk1 E B{y} as required. 0
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Notation V.8. Adopting Notation IV.2 and Notation V.5, we set
I
Cy = EBC(Yk,Mn(k)(A))
k=O
and define a unitary Sy E Cy by Sy = (50,51, ... ,51), where for 0 ::; k ::; l, Sk E C(Yn(k), Mn(k)(A))
is given by
Sk =
o 0
1 0
o 1
o 0
o 0
001
000
000
100
010
Theorem V.g. Using the notation of Proposition V.7 and V.B, for 0 < k < l define a map
CTk: By --> C(Yk,Mn(k)(A)) by:
1. for f E C(X,A), CTdJ) = diag(.e- l (J)lh,'" ,.e-n(k)(J)IYk);
(Note that CTk is well-defined due to the Banach space direct sum decomposition of Proposition V.7).
Further define a map CT: By --> Cy by CT(f) = (CTO(J),CTl(f), ... ,CTI(J)). Then CT is an injective
*-homomorphism.
Before proving the theorem, it is helpful to state as a lemma an explicit matrix form for
the products skCTdJ), CTk(J)S"kr, and S'kCTk(J)S"kT. These calculations will be used repeatedly in
the proof of the theorem, usually without comment.
Lemma V.IO. If f E GT - l , 0::; k ::; l, and r < n(k), then:
1. The diagonal entries of CTk(J) corresponding to the positions n(k) - (r -1), ... ,n(k) -1, n(k)
are all zero;
2. We have
ifr + 1::; v::; n(k) and u = v - r,
otherwise
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or explicitly
o o o
o
3. We have
or explicitly,
o
SkO"k(f) = jJ-i(f)IYk 0
o
o
o
o
o jJ-(n(k)-r) (f) IY
k
0
if r + 1 ::; v ::; n(k) and u = v - r,
otherwise
where the first r diagonal entries are all zero.
Proof. We first prove part (1). Recall that hn(k)(Yk) C Y for each k, and so also hn(k)-j(yk) C
h-i(y). As f E Gr - i , for 0 ::; j ::; r - 1 and x E hn(k)-j(yk), we have f(x) = 0, which proves the
claim.
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Next, a straightforward matrix calculation shows that for 1 :::; r :::; n(k), sk = [auvJ where
if 1 :::; u :::; r and v = n(k) - u or r + 1 :::; u :::; n(k) and v = u - r
otherwise.
By part (1), we have
where the last r diagonal entries are zero. A routine matrix multiplication now shows that skO"k(f)
has the form given in part (2). The formula for O"k(f)S;;r in part (3) is easily obtained from the
one for skO"k(f) by replacing f with 1* and using O"dj)skr = (skO"k(f*))*. (This equality is easily
verified, and this will be done in the proof of Theorem V.9.) Finally, part (4) follows immediately
from parts (2) and (3).
"\lIle now prove Theorem V.9.
o
Proof. To prove that 0" is a *-homomorphism, it suffices to prove that each O"k is a *-homomorphism.
Linearity of these maps is clear. For f E C(X, A), the equality O"k(f*) = O"k(f)* follows immediately
from the fact that f3 and all of its powers are automorphisms. Further, for f E Gj - 1 we have
and
It follows that each O"k preserves adjoints. Next, it follows from the part (1) of Lemma V.I0 that
if f E Gr- 1 and r ~ n(k), then O"k(f) = O. Now, we further claim that for a:::; k :::; l, we have the
equalities
whenever f E C(X, A) and 9 E Gr - 1• First, part (1) of Lemma V.I0 implies that the last r diagonal
entries of both O"k(g) and O"k(f3-r(f)g) are zero. Further, f3r(g) (x) = afor x E U;:~ hr- j (Y), which
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implies that (3r-i (g) is zero on Yk for 1 S j sr. Hence the first r diagonal entries of ak({3r (g))
are also zero. If r 2: n(k), then both sides of equations (1) and (2) are zero. If r < n(k), then we
readily compute
s;;rak (f)s'kak(g) = diag({3-Cr+1J(f){3-1 (g) IYk' ... ,(3-nCk) (f){3-CnCkJ-rJ(g) IYk' 0, ... ,0)
= diag({3-r ({3-1 (f)g) IYk' ... ,{3-nCkJ (f(3r (g)) IYk,0, ... ,0)
= ad{3-r(f)g)
and
a'kak(g)akr = diag(O, ... ,0,{3-1(g)IYk, ... ,(3-CnCkJ-rJ(g)I Yk)
= ak({3r(g)),
which establishes the claim. We now use equations (1) and (2) to prove that each ak is
multiplicative. Using the direct sum decomposition of By, there are several cases to consider.
Let f E Gi-1,g E Gr- 1, and j > r. Then (making frequent use of equations (1) and (2) where
appropriate) we have the four equalities
ak(ui f)ak(ur(g)) = s~ak(f)s'kak(g)
= s~s'kak(j3-r(f)g)
= ak(ui+r(3-r g)
= ak(ui (urj3-r (f)u-r)ur g)
= ak((ui I)(urg));
ak(urg)ak(ui I) = s'kak(g)s~ak(f)
= s'ks~ak(j3-i(g)1)
= ak(ur+i (3-i (g)1)
= ak(ur(ui j3-i(g)u-i )ui I)
= ak((urg)(ui I));
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CYk(Uj f)CYk(gU-r) = SkCYk(J)CYk(g)S;;r
= CYk ((3j (J))sk- rCYk((3r(g))
=CYk ((3j (J)U j- r(3r (g))
= CYk(Uj (U- j(3j (J)U j )(U-r(3r (g)Ur)U-r)
= Uk((Uj f)(gu- r));
and
cydgu-r)eYk(Uj f) = CYk(g)S;;rCYk(J)
= s;;rCYd(3r(g))sk CYk(J)
= sk-rCYk((3r-j (g)f)
=CYk(Uj-r(3r-j(g)f)
= CYk(U-r(3r(g)Uj f)
= CYk((gU-r)(Uj f)).
These equalities establish that CYk is multiplicative for the most difficult cases. If I, g E C(X, A),
then CYk(J)udg) = CYk(Jg) is clear since the left-hand side is just a product of diagonal matrices.
If I E C(X,A) and g E Gr - 1 , then
CYk (J)CYk (urg) := udf)s'k(g)
= s'k cyd(3-r (J)g)
= CYk(U-r(3-r(J)g)
= Uk(J(Urg)).
The arguments for the equalities CYk(Urg)CYk(J) = CYk((Urg)f), CYk(J)eYk(gu-r) = cydl(gu-r)), and
udgu-r)CYk(J) = CYk((gu-r)f) are similar to the previous one. It follows that CYk is multiplicative
for 0 ::; k ::; l. We have thus established that for 0 ::; k ::; l, CYk is a *-homomorphism, and hence
so is CY. It remains to show that CY is injective. Let I E By, and using Proposition V.7, find
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fa E C(X, A) and Ji, gj E Gj- 1 for I :::; j :::; n(l) - I such that
n(I)-l n(l)-l
f = fa + L uj fj + L gjU- j .
j=l j=l
Suppose that (J(f) = 0, which is equivalent to (Jk(f) = 0 for 0 :::; k :::; I, and fix some k E {O, ... ,I}.
Then
n(l)-l n(I)-l
(Jk(fO) + L Sk(Jk(h) + L (Jk(gj )s-,;j = O.
j=l j=l
n(k)-l n(k)-l
(Jk(fO) + L S{(Jk(fj) + L (Jk(9j)S-,;j = o.
j=l j=l
Using Lemma V.IO, it follows that this equation takes the matrix form
,e-1 (fa) /Yk ,e-1(gdIYk ,e-1(gn(k)-dIYk
,e-1(!I)IYk ,e-2(f0)IYk
=0.
,e-1(fn(k)-1) ,e-(n(k) -1) (!I) IYk ,e-n(k) (fa) IYk
This implies fa = 0 on u~~k2 hT(Yk) and h = gj = 0 on U~~ktj hT(Yk) for I:::; j :::; n(k) -1. Since
k is arbitrary and U~=o u~~k2 hT(Yk) = X and hn(k)-j(yk) C h-j(y), we conclude that fa = 0
and h = gj = 0 for I :::; j :::; n(l) - 1. It follows that f = 0 and so (J is injective. o
Lemma V.lI. Identify C(Yk, Mn(k)(A)) with Mn(k)(C(Yk, A)) in the obvious way. Define maps
p~m): C(Yk, Mn(k) (A)) ----T C(Yk,Mn(k)(A)) by p~m\b)m+j,j = bm+j,j for I :::; j :::; ~(k) - m (if
m .:::: 0) and for -m + I :::; j :::; n(k) (if m :::; O),and p~m)(b)i,j = 0 for all other pairs (i, j). (Thus,
p~m) is the projection map on the mth subdiagonal.) Write
I
Pm = EBp~m)(C(Yk,Mn(k)(A)).
k=O
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Then:
1. there is a Banach space direct sum decomposition
I n(l)
EBC(Yk, Mn(k)(A)) = EB Pm;
k=O m=-n(l)
2. for m :2: I and f E Gm- 1, we have
and
3. for f E C(X, A), we have
Proof. The direct sum decomposition is essentially immediate from the definition of the maps pim),
while the other statements follow from Theorem V.9 and Lemma V.IO.
Lemma V.12. For k, h, ... , t r E {O, ... , l}, write
An element
I
(bo, ... ,bd E EBC(Yk , Mn(k)(A))
k=O
o
is in a(By ) if and only if, whenever x E Y(k, h, ... ,tr ) with n(tl) + n(tz) + ... + n(tr ) = n(k),
then bk(x) is given by the block diagonal matrix
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Proof Suppose first that (bo, . .. ,bt) E <T(B{y}). Then (bO, ' •• ,bd = <T(um 1) for some m ~ °and
f E Gm- l (or C(X, A) in the case m = 0). Let x E Y(k, t ll ... , q with n(tl) + ... +n(tr ) = n(k).
The mth subdiagonal of bk(x) is given by
(j3-I(f)(X), ... ,j3-(n(k)-m)(f)(x)),
while the mth subdiagonal of the block diagonal matrix
is given by
(13- 1(f) (x), ,j3-(n(tJl -m) (f) (x), 0, ... ,0, j3-(n(tJl +I) (f) (x), ,j3-(n(tJl +n(t2 )-m) (f) (x),
0, ,0, ,j3-(n(tJl +".+n(t r _,)+I) (f)(x), ,j3-(n(t,)+ +n(t,.)-m) (f)(x)).
Each sequence of zeros in this second expression has length m (if m = °the first and second
expression are clearly equal, so assume that m ~ 1) and the corresponding entries in the first
expression have the form
where °::; j ::; m - 1 and 1 ::; i ::; r - 1. But x E Y(k, tl,"" t r ) implies that hn(t,)+..+n(t;)(x) E
1'i+1 C Y, which further implies that all such entries are °as f E Gm - l vanishes on U;:~/ h-J(y).
It follows that the two expressions are equal.
For the converse, let
I
(bo, ... , bl) E EB C(Yk, Mn(k)(A))
k=O
and assume that (bo, ... , bl) satisfies the given relations. By Corollary V.ll and by taking adjoints,
it suffices to prove that for each m ~ 0, we have (bo, ... , b(l)) E <T(By ) under the additional
assumption that bk E pim\C(Yk, Mn(k)(A))). Define continuous functions fkJ): hJ(Yk) -+ A by
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requiring that the mth subdiagonal of bk be given by
and by setting f~j) = 0 for 0 :s: k :s: land n(k) - m + 1 :s: ] :s: n(k). We claim there is a continuous
function f: X --> A such that flhj(Yk) = f~j) for 0 :s: k :s: land 1 :s: ] :s: n(k). Moreover, if
m ~ 1 then f E Gm - 1• If such a function f exists, then by construction we have um f E By and
a(umf) = (bo, ... ,bz) as required.
Suppose that f exists and is continuous, and that m ~ 1. Then the condition flhj(Yk) = Jj
implies that f = 0 on hj(yk) for O:S: k:S: land n(k) - m + 1 :s:] :s: n(k). But then f = 0 on
which implies that f E Gm-l. So it suffices to prove that f exists and is continuous. Since the
sets hj (Yk ) give a cover of X by closed sets, it suffices to prove that f is well-defined on the
intersections hh (lk!) n hh (Yk2 ). To do this, we need to show that if x E hh (Yk!) n hh (Yk2 ),
then f~~Jl(x) = f~;2)(X). First suppose that ]1 =]2 =], and assume without loss of generality
that k1 < k2. Then h-j(x) E Yk! n Yk2 , and moreover h-j(x) E Yk2 \ yko2 as n(k1 ) < n(k2)
is a return time for h-j(x). Let n(tl) be the first return time to Y of the point hn(k1)-j(X).
If n(k1 ) + n(tI) < n(k2), let n(t2) be the first return time to Y of hn(kJl+n(t1)-j(x). Since
h-j(x) E Yk2 , we must have hn(k2 )-j(x) E Y. Proceeding inductively, we obtain a sequence
n(kI), n(k1 ) + n(tl), n(kI) + n(tI) +n(t2), ... of increasing return times to Y for the point h- j (x),
that is bounded above by n(k2). So there must be an r and a return time n(tT) such that
Then we have
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By assumption, bk2 (h- j (x) is given by
The jth entry on the mth subdiagonal of this matrix is then (3-j Uk~))(h-j (x)), while by definition
the jth entry on the mth subdiagonal of bk2 (h- j (x)) must be (3-JUk;))(h- j (x)). Since these
expressions must be equal, it follows that o{:::.~)(x)ut) (x)) = a~-=~)(x)Uk; \ x)) and this implies
!k1(X) = f k 2(X) as a1n ) is an automorphism for every y E X and nE Z \ {O}. This establishes the
desired equality for the case jl = jz = j.
Now assume without loss of generality that jl < 12. We also assume for the moment that
n(kJl- jl :s: n(kz) - h, handling the other case later. Finally, we may assume that m+ jz :s: n(kz)·
Indeed, if we instead have m + jz > n(kz), then this inequality and jl ;:::: jz + n(k1 ) - n(kz) give
which implies that fk{Jl(x) = 0 = fk;2)(X). With these assumptions in place, set Xz = h-h(x),
which is an element of Yk2 n h-(h-h)(ykl ). Since x E hh(Ykl ) n hh(Yk2)' we have hh-h(xz) =
h-jl (x) E Yk l , and so jz - jl is a return time to Y for Xz that satisfies jz - jl < n(kz). This implies
that Xz E Yk2 \ yko2, By repeating the same type of argument used in the jl = jz case, we construct
a sequence tI, t z, ... ,tr such that n( tI), n(tl) + n(tz), ... , n(til + ... + n(tr ) are successive return
times of Xz to Y, and such that
Using the same argument, construct a sequence til' t~, ... , t~, such that the numbers n(ti), n(ti) +
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n(t~), ... , n(t~) + ... + n(t~,) are successive return times of hn(kJl+12-j, (X2) to Y, and such that
n(t~) + n(t;) + ... + n(tr l ) = n(k2 ) - (n(kd + Jz - jd·
Then
X2 E (Yk 2 \ Y k2 ) n Yi l n h-n (t Jl (yt2 ) n,,· n h-(n(tJl++n(t,ll(Ykl)
n h -(n(tJl+.+n(t,)+n(kJl\Yi~) n ...
n h-[n(t[ l+...+n(t,,)+n(kl )+n(t~ l+· .. +n(t> _llJ (Yi»
and
n(tl) + ... + n(tr ) + n(kd + n(t~) ... + n(t~,) = n(k2 ).
Therefore, the assumed relations apply, and so we know that
We are interested in the Jzth entry on the mth subdiagonal for each term in this equality. By
definition, this entry of bk2 (X2) is (3-12 (f~;2l) (X2) while the corresponding entry in the block
diagonal matrix is
In the first case, we obtain the equality
Since h12 (X2) = x and ot12l is an automorphism, we obtain fk;2) (x) = f~~,)(x), as required. In the
second case, we obtain a.t12 )(f~;2) oh12 (X2)) = ausing the relation, which implies that f~;2\X) = a
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using the same reasoning as in the previous case. On the other hand, f~~,) (x) = 0 since f~~) = 0
by definition for any] > n(k1) - m. So we again have the equality fk~2\X) = fk~,)(x).
Finally, we handle the case where]l < jz but n(k1) +]1 > n(k2) + jz. Set
Xl = h-Ji (x) E Yk,. Proceeding as before, construct a sequence t 1, t2, ... , t 1' such that
n(t1), n(td + n(t2), ... ,n(t1) + ... + n(t1' ) are successive first return times of Xl to Y, and such
that
n(h) + n(t2) + ... + n(tr) = n(kd·
We claim that r ~ 2. To see this, observe that
which implies that n(k2) - (j2 - ]1) is a return time of Xl to Y, and n(kd > n(k2 - jz +]d by
assumption. Choose i such that
and set k3 = ti, ]3 = il - [n(t 1) + '" + n(ti-dJ, and X3 = hn(t,)+...+n(ti-,)(xd. Then X3 E Yk3
and his (X3) = hJi (xd = x, which imply that
By construction, we have ]3 < j1 and n(k3) - j3 < n(ti) - j1 < n(k1) - j1' Now the cases
we have already done imply that fk~,)(x) = f~;3\X), and so we may replace j1 and k 1 with
13 and k3 in the argument for f~~,)(x) = f~;2\X). But n(k3) < n(k1) by the observation that
n(kd = n(td + ... + n(tr) with r ~ 2, so n(k3) + n(k2 ) < n(k1) + n(k3). The result follows by a
finite descent argument. o
We now have the necessary machinery to give a decomposition of By as a recursive
A-subhomogeneous algebra.
Theorem V.13. Let Y c X be closed with int(Y) =/: 0, and adopt Notation V.6 and the notation
of Theorem V. 9. Then the homomorphism a: By --t Cy induces an isomorphism of By with the
recursive A-subhomogeneous algebra defined, in the notation of Definition V.3, as follows:
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1. I and nCO), n(l), ... , n(l) are as in Notation v'6;
4. For x E XkO) and (bo, bl , ... , bk-d in the image of the k - 1 stage algebra B~-l) (in
EB~:~ C(Yj , Mn(j) (A))), whenever x E Y(k, tl,"" tr) with n(td +n(t2) +... +n(tr) = n(k),
then 'Pk(bo, bl , ... , bk-I)(X) is given by the block diagonal matrix
(3- [n(t l )+ .. ·+n(tr -l)1 (bt ,.) (x)
5. Pk is the restriction map.
The topological dimension of this decomposition is dim(X), and the standard representation of
a(By ) is the inclusion map in Cy.
Proof We prove by induction on k that the homomorphism 'Pk: Bre- l ) ---+ C(Y?),Mn(k)(A))
given by the formula in (4) is well defined. As we shall see this is the key element of the proof. For
the base case, we prove that 'PI is well-defined. Let x E YI(O) = YI n Yo. Let to, tl, ... ,tr-l be the
successive return times of x to Yo, and let t r be the first return time of x to YI, and require that
to = O. Then we certainly have t l = nCO) and tr = n(l). Since nCO) < n(l), it follows that r ~ 2.
Also, for i < reach hti(x) is in Yo and its first return time to Yo is ti+l -ti' which is always strictly
less than n(l), and so must be nCO). Then the recursion relations to = 0, tl = nCO), ti+l - ti = nCO)
imply that ti = in(O) for 0 ::; i ::; r. In particular, we obtain n(l) = tr = m(O). Now, if YI(O) = 0
then 'PI is trivially well-defined. If YI(O) -=J 0 then x E YI \ Yt (since if we had x E Yt, we could
not have x E Yo), and so we may write YI(O) as
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Then 'PI (b) is well-defined by the formula
'PI (b)(x) = (b(x),,e-n(O)(b)(x), ... ,,e-(r-I)n(O)(b)(x)).
Now suppose that 'PI, 'PZ,' .. , 'Pk-I are well-defined. Then B~k-l) is a recursive A-subhomogeneous
algebra, and its elements are exactly the sequences (bo, ... ,bk-I) satisfying the conditions of
Lemma V.12 up to I = k - 1. We define a homomorphism 'Pk: Bi!'-I) -> C(Y?), Mn(k)(A))
by the formula in condition (4). Once we have shown this is well-defined, the induction will be
complete, and it will follow that Bi!') is a recursive A-subhomogeneous algebra, whose elements
are exactly the sequences (bo, ... ,bk) satisfying the conditions of Lemma V.12 up to I = k. Let 5
be the set of all sequences (tI, tz, ... , tr ) such that 'f' 2: 2 and n(tI) + n(tz) + ... + n(tr) = n(k).
Since 'f' 2: 2, it follows that ti < k for every possible ti' For a sequence (J = (t I, ... , tr) E 5, define
By an argument analogous to that done for the base case of the induction, we observe that y~o) =
UaES y~a). To show that 'Pk is well-defined, it is therefore sufficient to prove that given (J, rES and
x E yk(a) nyt), the corresponding formulas of condition (4) agree at the point x. For b E Bi!'-l),
denote these expressions by 'P~a\b)(x) and 'P~T\b)(x) respectively. For (J = (tI, tz, ... , tr) E 5,
denote by R((J) the set of successive return times associated with (J:
R((J) = {O, n(td, n(tr) + n(tz), ... ,n(tI) + ... + n(tr- I), n(k)}.
For (J,r E 5 and x E yk(a) n yt), let p = (tI,'f'z, .. , ,tr) E 5 be the sequence such that n(t}) is
the first return time of x, n(tz) is the first return time of hn(t1)(x), and so on. Then x E Yk(P) and
R(p) is contained in both R((J) and R(r). It is therefore sufficient to prove that if (J,r E 5 and
x E yk(a)nyt), then 'Pt)(b) (x) = 'PkT)(b) (x) under the additional simplification that R((J) C R(r).
So finally, assume that (J,r E 5 with R((J) C R(r) and that x E yk(a) n yt). Writing
r = (tl,tz, ... ,tr ), we have
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Since R(a) C R(T), there exist 0 = j(O) < j(l) < j(2) < '" < j(m) such that
and n(t l ) + n(t2) + ... + n(tj(Tn)) = n(k). Then a = (SI, S2, ... , sCm)) where
Now <p~a)(b)(x) is given by the block diagonal matrix
fJ- n(sll(bsJ(x)
We apply the induction hypothesis to the individual blocks in this matrix. For 1 ::; i ::; m it follows
that whenever
then bs ; (y) is given by the block diagonal matrix
bs,(y) = fJ
-
n (t j ('-1l+1l(b t . . )(y)
,(',.-1)+2
By evaluating bs.(y) at y = x for i = 1 and at y = hn(sll+ ... +n(s·-ll(x) for i ~ 2, and noting that
n(sd + ... + n(si-d = n(t l ) + .. .n(tj(i_I)), it follows that <pia)(b)(x) = <p~T)(b)(x) as required.
This completes the induction.
To complete the proof, we need only show that the topological dimension of the recursive
A-subhomogeneous decomposition is in fact dim(X). Since the sets Yk are closed subsets of X,
they must all satisfy dim(Yk ) ::; dim(X) by Theorems 1.1.2 and 1.7.7 of [10J. On the other hand,
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the finite collection {h j (Yk ): a :s; k :s; I, 1 :s; j :s; n(k)} covers X, and so Theorems 1.5.3 and 1.7.7
of [10] imply that dim(Yk) = dim(X) for at least one value of k. 0
Corollary V.14. For any y E X, B{y} is a direct limit of recursive A-subhomogeneous algebras.
Proof. Given y E X, choose a sequence (Yn)~l of closed subsets of X with int(Yn) i= 0 for all
n, Y,l+l C Yn for n 2': 1, and n:=l Yn = {y}. Then the result follows immediately by applying
Theorems V.13 and V.5. 0
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CHAPTER VI
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN C*(Z, C(X, A),,6){y} AND C*(Z, C(X, A),,6)
For the approximating subalgebra C* (Z, C(X, A), ,6){y} of C* (Z, C(X, A),,6) to be useful,
it must be in some sense "big enough" so that various properties it satisfies can pass to the entire
crossed product C* -algebra. Giving a useful definition of this idea and showing that it is satisfied
by our subalgebra will bethe main content of this chapter. In order to carefully state this definition,
we require some discussion of Cuntz subequivalence and the Cuntz semigroup, ideas that have been
mentioned occasionally but for which careful exposition was not required until now. The following
definition first appeared in [5].
Definition VIol. Let A be a CO-algebra, and let Moo(A) denote the set U:=l Mn(A), which we
may interpret more formally as the algebraic direct limit of the system (Mn(A))~=1 where the maps
epn: Mn(A) --+ Mn+1(A) are the usual embedding maps epn (a) = diag(a,O). For a, bE Moo(A), we
write a EEl b for the element diag(a, b) of Moo(A).
1. Given a, bE Moo(A)+, we say that a is Cuntz subequivalent to b, and write a j b, if there
exists a sequence (Yn)~=l C Moo(A) such that Ynby~ --+ a.
2. Given a, bE Moo(A)+, we say that a and bare Cuntz equivalent, and write a rv b, if a j band
b j a. It is easy to check that rv is an equivalence relation on Moo(A), and for a E Moo(A)+
we write (a) for its equivalence class under "'.
3. The Cuntz semigroup of A is the set
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with the commutative semigroup operation (a) + (b) = (a EB b). It is has a partial order S;
given by (a) S; (b) if and only if a ~ b.
Definition VI.2. Let A be a C* -algebra, let a E A+, and let c > O. Let f: [0,00) -; [0,00) be the
continuo'us unction
f(t) = {o
t-c c < t.
Then, 'using continuo'us functional calculus, define (a - c)+ = f(a).
We summarize some of the known results about Cuntz subequivalence that will be
necessary for our purposes. Proofs can be found in Section 2 of [9], Section 2 of [14], and Section
1 of [43], although some of them were originally given elsewhere.
Lemma VI.3. Let A be a C* -algebra.
1. Let c E a and let a > O. Then (c*c - a)+ rv (cc* - a)+.
2. Let a, b E A be positive. Then the following are equivalent:
(b) (a - c)+ ~ b for all c > 0,.
(c) for every c > 0 there is a (j > 0 such that (a - c)+ ~ (b - (j)+.
3. Let a, bE A satisfy 0 S; a S; b, and let c > O. Then (a - c)+ ~ (b - c)+.
4. If a E A is positive and b E aAa is positive, then b ~ a.
5. If a, bE A are positive and u E U(A), then a rv b if and only ifuau* rv b.
6. If a, b E A are positive and there is an x E A such that x*x = a and xx* = b, then a ,..., b.
The next definition is adapted from Definition 2.2 of [43]. The only difference is that
normalized quasitraces have been replaced with tracial states; for nuclear C*-algebras, the
definitions coincide.
Definition VIA. Let C be a simple, separable, unital, nuclear, stably finite, infinite-dimensional
C* -algebra. A subalgebra DeC is said to be large in C if:
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i. D contains the identity of C;
2. D is simple;
3. The restriction map T( C) -> T(D) is surjective;
4· For every E > 0, mEN, 0.1, ... , am E C, and b E D+ \ {O}, there exist CI, ... , em E C and
9 E D such that:
(a)O-:;'g-:;'l;
(b) Ilcj - ajll < E for 1-:;. j:::; m;
(c) (1- g)Cj,Cj(1- g) E B for 1 -:;. j :::; m;
(d) 9 ~ b relative to the subalgebm D.
Notation VI.5. Throughout this chapter, we let (X, h, /-l), A, and (3 be as in the hypotheses of
Theorem IV.i5, set B = C*(2, C(X, A),(3) and let u be the canonical unitary for B. For Y c X
closed, we let By = C*(2,C(X,A),(3) be as in Definition V.4. Denote by C(X,A)[2] the dense
subalgebm of B given by all sums of the form ~kET akuk, where T c 2 is finite and ak E C(X, A)
for all k E T. Let E: B -> C (X, A) be the standard canonical expectation, which is given explicitly
on C(X, A)[2] by E (~kETakuk) = 0.0.
Our goal is to show that for y E X, the algebra B{y} = C*(2,C(X,A),(3){y} is a large
subalgebra of B = C*(2, C(X, A), (3). Condition (1) of the definition follows immediately from the
definition of B{y}. We prove conditions (2) and (3) in the following propositions. For condition
(3) we actually show more, namely that the restriction map between the tradal state spaces is
bijective. Moreover, we identity these tradal states with the (3-invariant tradal states on the
algebra C(X, A).
Proposition VI.6. Adopt Notation VI. 5. Then for any y E X, B{y} is simple.
Proof. Let I C B{y} be a non-zero ideal. Then InC(X, A) is an ideal in C(X, A), so by Proposition
IV.16 there is a closed set F c X such that
In C(X, A) = {f E C(X, A): flp = O} ,
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and F is given explicitly by F = {x EX: f(x) = 0 for all f E I}. We first claim that F i= X.
Using Proposition V.5, we may write B{y} = ~ BY
n
for some sequence Y1 => Y2 => .. , with
int(Yn ) i= 0 and n~=1 Yn = {y}. Then there is an N such that InBYN i= 0. Let a E InBYN with
a ;::: 0 and a i= 0, and adopt Notation V.6 with Y = YN. Then Proposition V.7 implies there are
fa E C(X,A) and f-j,fj E Gj - 1 for 1"5:. j "5:. n(l) -1 such that a = fo+ L?~i-l(f_jU-j+ujfj)'
In fact, using the relation uj fj = (3j (fj )uj , we may write a as a = L7~~(~(I)-I) gjUj where each
gj E C(X, A) and go ;::: 0 is non-zero. Let x E X be a point where go(x) i= 0, and choose a
neighborhood V of x such that the sets hj (V) are pairwise disjoint for - (n(l) - 1) "5:. j "5:. n(l) - 1.
Choose a continuous function g: X -7 [0,1] such that g(x) = 1 and supp(g) C V. Then 9 E B{y},
and so gag E I. Moreover,
n(l)-1 n(l)-1
gag = L ggjuj9 = L gjg(3j (g)u j = gOg2,
j=-(n(I)-I) . j=-(n(l)-I)
which implies that gag E C(X, A). Therefore gag E In C(X, A) and (gag)(x) = (gOg2)(X) f= O. It
follows that F i= X.
Next, we claim that F C {hn(y): n E Z}. Suppose not, and that Xo E F \ {hn(y): n E Z}.
Let f E In C(X, A), and for each n ;::: 1, choose a continuous function gn: X -7 [0,1.] such that
gn(h-n(xo)) = 1 (note this implies (3(gn)(h-(n-l)(xo)) = 1 for n ;::: 1) and gn(Y) = O. Then
1/2 1/2 -1 B h 1/2f 1/2 -1 I C(X A) Al . 1/2 f 1/2 -Iugn , gn U E {y}, so t at ugn gn U En, . so, we may wnte ugn gn U =
ufgnu-1 = (3(f)(3(gn)' Since this is an element of I n C(X, A), we must have (3(f)(3(gn)(x) = 0
for every x E F. In particular, (3(f)(3(gl) (xo) = 0, which implies that (3(f)(xo) = 0 as (3(gl)(XO) =
1. Since this holds for every f E In C(X,A), it follows that h-1(x) E F. Assuming that
xo,h- 1(xo), ... ,hn(xo) E F for n~, we obtain (3(f)(3(gn+l)(h- n(xo)) = 0, which implies that
(3(f)(h-n(xo)) = O. Since this holds for every f E In C(X, A), it follows that h-(n+l)(xo) E F
as well. By induction, F thus contains the entire forward orbit {hn(xo): n ;::: O}, which is dense
in X by minimality and compactness. Since F is closed, it follows that F = X, a contradiction.
Therefore, we must have Fe {hn(y): n E Z} as claimed.
If F i= 0 and x E F, then x = hn(y) for some n E Z. First suppose that n "5:. O. For
each k ;::: 1, choose a continuous function gk: X -7 [0,1] such that gk(hn-k(y)) = 1 and gk(y) = o.
As in the previous argument, for any f E In C(X, A) we have ugk/2fg~/2u-l = (3(f)(3(gk) E
In C(X, A). This implies that (3(f)(3(gl)(hn(y)) = 0 since hn(y) E F. Then (3(gk)(hn(y)) = 1
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implies that (3(f)(hn(y)) = 0, and this must hold for every 1 E InC(X, A), so we obtain hn- 1(y) E
F. Assuming we have hn(y), hn- 1(y), ... ,hn-k(y) E F, (3(f)(3(gk+r)(hn- k(y)) = 0 implies that
(3(f)(hn- k(y)) = 0 for every 1 E In C(X, A), which gives hn-(k+l)(y) E F. By induction,
F contains the entire backwards orbit {hn-k(y): k 2: o} = {hk(x): k S; o}, which implies that
F = X, a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that n 2: 1. For k 2: 0 choose a continuous function gk: X ---. [0,1]
such that gk(hn+k(y)) = 1 and gk(y) = O. Then for any 1 E I n C(X, A), we have
gk/2u-l1ugk/2 = gk/2(3-1(f)gk/2 = gk(3-1(f) E In C(X,A). This gives go(3-1(f)(hn(y)) = 0
and so (3-1 (f)(hn(y)) = 0 for every 1 E In C(X,A). It follows that hn+1(y) E F. Assuming
that hn(y), hn+1(y), ... , hn+k(y) E F, gk(3-1(f)(hn+k(y)) = 0 implies (3-1(f)(hn+k(y)) = 0 for
every 1 E InC(X,A), and so hn+(k+l)(y) E F. By induction, F contains the entire forward orbit
{hn+k (y): k 2: o} = {hk(x): k 2: O}, which implies F = X, again a contradiction. Therefore, we
must have F = 0, which implies that In C(X, A) = C(X, A) and hence I = B{y}.
o
Proposition VI.7. Adopt Notation VI. 5. Then the restriction map T(B) ---. T(B{y}) is a
bijection.
Proof Recall that from Definition 11.7, the set T(3(C(X, A)) is the space of (3-invariant tradal states
on C(X, A). By Corollary 1V.21, there is a bijection between T(B) and T(3(C(X, A)). We first
prove that the restriction map T(B{y}) ---. T(3(C(X, A)) is injective. To see this, it suffices to prove
that, given any T E T(B{y}), we have T((3(f)) = T(f) for every 1 E C(X, A). We may assume that
12:0 and Ilfll = 1. Let c > 0 be given, and choose N E N such that liN < ~c. Let Vo, VI, ... ,VN
be pairwise disjoint neighborhoods of the distinct points y, h(y), ... , hN (y) respectively, and set
V = nf=o h-j (Vj), which is a neighborhood of y whose first N + 1 iterates V, h(V), ... , hN (V)
are pairwise disjoint. Choose open sets Wo, WI C X such that y E Wo C Wo C WI C WI C V.
Choose continuous functions g~O), giO): X ---. [0, 1] such that g6°) = 1 on X \ WI, g;O) = 1 on WI,
supp(g6°)) C X \ W o, and supp(giO)) C V. Note that (g6°) + giO))(x) =I 0 for all x E X. Now
define go = g6°\g6°) + g;O))-1 and gl = giO)(g~O) + giO))-I, and set 10 = gol and fr = gI!. Then
1 = 10 + fr, where 10 E Co(X \ {y} ,A) and {3-j (fr) E Co(X \ {y} , A) for 1 S; j S; N. The second
observation follows from the fact that y E supp(fr) C supp(gr) C V, and the sets supp({3-j(fr))
are pairwise disjoint for 0 S; j S; N (being subsets of the sets hj (V) for 0 S; j 5 N).
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For 1 S k S N, set Vk = uf3-1(J1/2)uk-1f3-k(g~/2» We first claim that Vk E B{y}> To
1 1
see this, write q = f3-k(g~/2) k+1, and observe that f3j(q) = f3j-k(g~/2) k+1 E Co(X \ {y}, A) for
oS j S k - 1. Then we write
uf3-1(J1/2)Uk-1f3-k(g~/2)= uf3-1(J1/2)Uk- 1qk+1
= uf3-1(J1/2)f3k-1(q)uk- 1qk
Since f3k- 1(q), > > > , f3( q), q E Co (X \ {y} , A), it follows that each term in this product is an element
of B{y}, and so Vk E B{y}> Next, we compute
v'kVk = (uf3-1 (J1/2)uk-1 f3-k (g~/2))* (uf3-1 (J1/2)Uk- 1f3-k (g~/2))
= f3-k (g~/2) (uk-1)* f3-1 (J1/2)U*Uf3-1 (J1/2)uk- 1f3-k(g~/2)
= f3-k (g~/2)(Uk-1)* f3-1 (J)Uk-1 13-k (g~/2)
= f3-k (g~/2)f3-k(J)f3-k(g~/2)
= f3-k(gIf)
= f3- k (Jd
and
VkV'k = (uf3- 1(J1/2)uk- 1f3-k(g~/2))(uf3- 1(J1/2)Uk- 1f3-k (g~/2))*
= uf3- 1(f1/2)u k- 1f3-k(gd( uk- 1)* f3- 1(f1/2)U*
= uf3-1 (f;/2)13- 1(gl )f3-1 (f1/2)u*
= f1/2 u f3-1 (gl )u* f1/2
= f1/2 gIf1/2
= iI>
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Now, it follows that for 1 :s; k :s; N we have
Since the supports of the (3-k(h) are disjoint for O:S; k :s; N, we further have
It follows that T((3-k(fJ)) < liN < ~e for O:S; k:S; N.
Next, choose a continuous function r.p: X ----> [0,1] such that r.p(y) = 0 and r.p = 1 on
supp(1o). Then for.p = r.pfo = fo and r.p E Co(X \ {y} ,A), so both ufo and ur.p are elements of
B {y}' It follows that
T((3(10)) = T(ufou*) = T(ufor.pu*) = T((ufo)(ur.p)*) = T((ur.p)*(ufo) = T(r.pfo) = T(10).
Now finally, we have
IT((3(1)) - T(1)1 = IT((3(h)) + T((3(10)) - T(h) - T(10) 1
:s; IT((3(h))1 + IT(h)1
< .!e + .!e2 2
=e.
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, this implies that T((3(1)) = T(1). Hence any trace on B{y}, when
restricted to C(X,A), induces a (3-invariant trace on C(X,A). This establishes the injectivity of
the restriction map T(B{y}) ---t T/1(C(X,A)).
For surjectivity, it suffices to prove that the extension of any trace on C(X, A) to B{y}
is unique. To show this, it is sufficient to prove that for any closed set Y C X with int(Y) =I 0,
any trace on By is determined by its restriction to C(X, A). Given such a set Y, adopt Notation
V.5, and let 9 E By. Then by Proposition V.7, there are 90 E C(X, A) and 9j,9-j E Gj - 1
",n(l)-l . .for 1 :s; j :s; n(l) - 1 such that 9 = 90 + LJj=O (uJgj + 9_jU-J). For each x E X, choose a
neighborhood Ux of x such that the sets hj (Ux ) are pairwise disjoint for -(n(l) -1) ::; j ::; n(l) -1.
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Then {Ux : x EX} is an open cover of X, and hence contains a finite subcover {UI ,.·., UM }.
Let {<Pi}~I be a partition of unity subordinate to this cover. Then for 1 :s; i :s; M, we have
{3j (<Pi){3k (<Pi) = 0 for -(n(l) - 1) :s; j, k :s; n(l) - 1 and j =/=- k, and the same relation holds
with <p;/2 in place of <Pi. Next, we set a = <p;/2, b = u j <p;/2gj , and c = g_j<p;/2u -j. Then
a E Z(C(X,A)) and so in particular a E B{y}. By Proposition V.7, we have ujgj E B{y} and
g_jU- j E B{y}. Since <p;/2 commutes with both gj and g_j, we may write b = u j gj<p;/2 and
c = <p;/2g_jU-j, from which it follows that b, c E B{y}. Using the trace property for T on B{y},
we obtain T(ab) = T(ba) and T(ac) = T(ca). Then for 1 :s; i:S; M and 1 :s; j:S; n(l) -1 we have
= T(<p;/2uj <p;/2gj )
1/2 . 1/2 .
= T(<Pi (3J(<Pi )uJgj)
=0,
( 1/2 1/2 -j)= T g-j<Pi <Pi U
_ ( . 1/2{3-j( 1/ 2) -j)
- T g-J<Pi <Pi U
=0,
which implies that T(g_jU- j ) = 2:~1 T(g_j<PiU-j) = o. It follows that T(g) = T(gO)' as required.
o
As it currently stands, this might seem uninteresting because Corollary IV.21, which is
used in the proof, requires both that h be uniquely ergodic and that A have a unique tradal state.
This implies that C(X, A) has a unique {3-invariant tradal state (namely f1 ® T with f1 the unique
h-invariant Borel probability measure on X, and T the unique tradal state of A). However, we
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expect our results to hold in a far greater degree of generality than what has been proven here (both
the assumption of unique ergodicity on h and that A has a unique tracial state should ultimately
not be required), and so we prove Proposition VI.7 in its stated form as it would apply to this
more general situation without any change in the argument.
The next three lemmas will allow us to replace an arbitrary non-zero positive element of
B{y} with a non-zero positive element of C(X) in part (4d) of Definition VIA. The first two are
analogues of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 of [43], and both proofs are adapted from there with little change.
Lemma VI.8. Adopt Notation VI.5} let a E C(X, A)[Z], and let c > 0. Then there is an f E C(X)
such that
0::::; f ::::; 1, fa'af E C(X,A), and IIfa'afil 2 IIE(a'a)II - c.
Proof. Set b = a'a. If E(b) ::::; c, we can take f = 0, so assume that E(b) > c. Then there are
N E Nand bk E C(X, A) for -N ::::; k $ N such that b = 2:f:=-N bkuk. Moreover, E(b) > c
implies bo is a non-zero positive element of C(X, A). Define
U={xEX; IIbo(x)II>IIE(b)II-c},
which is a non-empty open subset of X. Using the freeness of the action of h on X, choose a
non-empty open set W C U such that the sets hk(W) are pairwise disjoint for -N $ k $ N,
and fix some Xo E W. Choose f: X ........ [0,1.] such that f(xo) = 1 and supp(f) C W. Then with
T = {-N, ... ,N} \ {O}, we have
fa'af = fbf = fbof + L: fbk Uk f = fbof + L: fbofJk(f)uk
kET kET
Since the sets supp(fJk(f)) are disjoint for -N :5 k :5 N, it follows that fbkfJk(f) = bkffJk(f) = °
for k E T. Thus fa'af = fbof E C(X, A) as required. Finally,
Ilfa'afll = Ilfbofil 2 Ilf(xo)bo(xo)f(xo)11 = Ilbo(xo)11 > IIE(a*a)lI- c,
which completes the proof. o
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Lemma VI.9. Adopt Notation VI. 5, let y E Y, and let a E (B{y})+ \ {O}. Then there is a
bE C(X, A)+ \ {O} with b ;::S a relative to the subalgebra B{y}.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that Iiall :S 1. Since a is non-zero and E is faithful,
we have E(a) > O. Set c = i IIE(a)/I. Since B{y} n C(X, A)[Z] is dense in B{y}, there is a
e E B{y} n C(X, A)[Z] such that lie - a 1/ 2 11 < c. Then lIee* - all < 2c and Ile*e - all < 2c. Apply
Lemma VI.8 with e and c, obtaining f E C(X) such that
o :S f :S 1, fe*ef E C(X, A), and Ilfe*efll 2:: IIE(e*e)II - c.
The third property gives Ilfe*efll > IIE(a)II - 3c = 3c, and so (fe*ef - 2c)+ is a nonzero positive
element of C(X, A). By Lemma VI.3(1), it follows that (fe*ef -2c)+ rv (ej2e* -2c)+. Since P :S 1,
we have ej2e* :S ee*, and combining this with Lemma VI.3(3) gives (ef2e* - 2c)+ ;::S (cc* - 2c)+.
Finally, Ilee* - all < 2c implies that (ee* - 2c)+ ;::S a. Putting these statements together, we
conclude that (fe*ef - 2c)+ ;::S a. This gives the desired positive element of C(X,A). 0
Lemma VI.IO. Adopt Notation VI. 5, let y E Y, and let b E C(X, A)+ \ {O}. Then there is an
f E C(X)+ \ {O} with f ;::S b relative to the subalgebm B{y}.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that Ilbll = 1. Choose a point Xo E X \ {y} such that
Ilb(xo)11 = 1 and an open set Vo C supp(b) such that Xo E Vo and y (j. Vo. Choose a continuous
function bo: X ---4 [0,1] such that bo(xo) = 1 and supp(bo) C Vo. Set e = bob, and observe that
e :S b. By Proposition IV.14, there exist an open set V C supp(e), a non-zero projection pEA,
and a unitary wE C(X, A) such that waw* E eC(X, A)e for all a E Her(V,p). Notice that y (j. V
by construction.
By Proposition IV.12, there exist MEN and c > 0 such that whenever 9 E C(X) is
positive with p,(supp(g)) < c, then there exist, for 0 :S k :S M, positive elements ak E C(X,A),
unitaries Wk E C(X, A), and r(k) E Z such that:
2. the elements (3T(k) (ak) are mutually orthogonal, and supp({3r(k)(ak)) C V for each k;
3. with bk = wk{3r(k) (ak)wk, the bk are mutually orthogonal positive elements in Her(V,p).
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Choose a point Xo E V and an open set W C V such that Xo E Wand ,u(W) < G. Choose
a continuous function g: X ---> [0,1] such that g(xo) = 1 and supp(g) C W. Then ,u(supp(g)) < G,
and so Proposition IV.12 yields positive elements ak E C(X,A), unitaries Wk E C(X,A), and
r(k) E Z with the aforementioned properties. Let N = max {lr(k)1 : a :s: k :s: M}. For a :s: k :s: M
and -N :s: j :s: N, let U;,~ be an open neighborhood of y such that
(0) ,u(W)
,u(Uj,k) < 2(2N + l)(M + 1) + 1 .
For a :s: k ::; M and -N ::; j :s: N, choose an open neighborhood Uj,k of ysuch that Uj,k C uji,
and set
M N
U(O) = U U h-j(UJ,~)
k=O k=-N
Then U c U(O), and
and
M N
U = U U h-j(Uj,k).
k=Oj=-N
I __
M N
,u(U(O)) ::; LL ,u(UJ,~) < (M + 1)(2N + 1) (2(2N + ~)~~+ 1) + 1) < ~,u(W).
k=OJ=-N
It follows that ,u(W \ U) > O. Now choose XI E W \ U and an open neighborhood WI of XI such
that WI C Wand WI n U = 0. Choose a continuous function !I: X ---> [0,1] such that !I (Xl) = 1
and supp(fd C WI. Set f = !Ig, and for, a ::; k ::; M, set Sk = !Iak and tk = wk(3r(k)(Sk)w'k.
Finally, set
M N
S = n n Uj,k.
k=Oj=-N
which is an open neighborhood of y. Then we claim that:
2. the elements (3r(k)(Sk) are mutually orthogonal, and supp((3r(k) (Sk)) C V for each k;
3. with tk = Wk(3r(k) (Sk)W'k, the tk are mutually orthogonal positive elements in Her(V,p);
4. for a::; k:s: M and Ijl ::;1 r(k)l, we have (3j(Sk)(X) = a for all xES.
The first three statements follow immediately. To prove property (4), suppose Ijl ::; Ir(k)l. Then
..._--- ---~~----~--------
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If XES, then x E Uj,k and hence h-j(x) E h-j(Uj,k). This implies h-j(x) E U, and so h-j(x) If-
Wi. Thus x If- hj(Wd, and consequently x If- supp(j3j(Sk))' This verifies (4).
Next, we claim that j3r(k) (Sk) rv Sk in B{y} for 0 ::; k ::; M. If we write Vk = ur(k) S~/2, then
Vkvk = j3r(k) (Sk) and VkVk = Sk. So it suffices to prove that Vk E B{y}. First assume that r(k) > O.
Since supp(s~/2) = SUPP(Sk), we have j3j(sk/2)(x) = 0 for all j such that 0 ::; j ::; r(k) and all
xES. Choose an open neighborhood So of y such that So c S and So n supp(j3j(sk/2)) = 0 for
o ::; j ::; r(k). Choose a continuous function cp: X ---; [0, 1J such that cp = 1 on sUPP(sk/2) and
supp(cp) c X \ u;~2 h-j(So). Then cpSk/2 = sk/2, and 'l/J = cpl/r(k) is continuous. Now, we may
write
Now j3j('l/J)(y) = 0 for 0 ::; j ::; r(k) - 1, since supp('l/J) = supp(cp). Thus uj3j('l/J) E B{y} for
0::; j::; r(k), and Sk/2 E B{y}. It follows that ur(k)sk/2 E B{y}.
Now if r(k) < 0, we can write
Let d(k) = -r(k) and ek = j3r(kl (Sk)' Then d(k) > 0, and j3j(ek/2) = j3j-d(k)(sk/2). For all j
such that 0 ::; j ::; d(k), we have -N ::; j - d(k) ::; O. For any i with -N ::; i ::; 0, we have
j3i(sk/2)(x) = 0 for all xES. This implies that j3j(ek/2 )(x) = 0 for all j with 0 ::; j ::; d(k) and
xES. Applying the previous argument with d(k) in place of r(k) and ek/2 in place of sk/2, we
obtain ud(klek/2 E B{y}, and this in turn gives u-r(kl j3r(kl (sk/ 2 ) E B{y}. Since B{y} is closed under
adjoints, it follows that ur(kl sk/2 E B{y}. This completes the proof that Vk E B{y} for 0::; k ::; M.
Finally, we have Wk E B{y} for 0 ::; k ::; M, and so Zk = WkVk E B{y}. Then Zkzk =
wkj3r(kl (Sk)Wk = tk and zkZk = vkVk = Sk. By part (6) of Lemma VI.3, it follows that tk ,..." Sk with
equivalence in B{y}. Further, W E B{y}, and so part (5) of Lemma VI.3 implies that wtkW* rv tk rv
Sk relative to B{y}. Moreover, the elements wtkW* are orthogonal, and E~owtkW* E eC(X, A)e
since each tk is an element of Her(V, p). Part (5) of Lemma VI. 3 then implies that E~oWtkW* ~ e
relative to B{y}. We conclude that f ~ e relative to B{y}. Since e ::; b, we have f ~ b relative to
o
L..- ..
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Theorem VI.II. Adopt Notation VI.S, and let Y E X. Then B{y} is a large subalgebm of B.
Proof. As previously mentioned, condition (1) follows immediately from the definition of B{y},
while conditions (2) and (3) are given by Propositions VI.6 and VI.7 respectively. It remains to .
prove that condition (4) holds. Let c > 0, mEN, al,'" ,am E B, and b E (B{y})+ \ {O} be given.
Choose N E N such that, for 1 ::; k ::; m, there exist Cjk E C(X, A) for -N ::; j ::; N with
N
ak - L Cjkuj < c.
j=-N
For 1 ::; k ::; m, set
N
Ck = L Cjk uj .
j=-N
Then Ilak - Ck II < c for 1 ::; k ::; m, which is condition (4b).
Next, use the simplicity of B{y) and Lemma 1.9 of [43] to find nonzero orthogonal positive
elements Yj E B{y} for -N ::; j ::; N such that Yj '" Yl for all j, I E {-N, ... ,N} and such that
'£~=-NYj E bB{y}b. Apply Lemmas VI.9 and VI.10 to obtain Zj E C(X)+ \ {O} such that Zj ~ Yj
for -N ::; j ::; N. Apply Lemma 3.5 of [43J to obtain open sets "Vi c X for -N ::; j ::; N such that
hj(y) E ~. and such that whenever f E C(X) satisfies supp(f) C Vj, then f ~ Zj. Choose an open
set W C X such that yEW, such that the sets hj(W) are pairwise disjoint for -N ::; j ::; N, and
such that hj (W) c Vj for -N ::; j ::; N. Choose a continuous function go: X --> [0,1] such that
go(y) = 1 and supp(go) c W. Finally, set
N
9 = L (3j(go)
j=-N
Then 0 ::; 9 ::; 1, which verifies condition (4a), and 9 ~ b relative to B{y}, which verifies condition
(4d).
To complete the proof, we need to verify condition (4c); that is, show that (1- g)Ck E B{y)
and ck(1 - g) E B{y} for 1 ::; k ::; m. Since
N N
Ck = L CJkUJ - L u j (3-j (Cjk),
j=-N j=-N
it is sufficient to verify that u j (l-g) E B{y} and (1- g)u j E B{y} for -N ::; j ::; N. First assume
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that 0 ::; j ::; N. When j = 0 this is immediate. Now suppose that 0 < j ::; N. Since go(Y) = 1, it
follows that u(l - go) E B{y}. Observe that (3i(gO){3J(go) = 0 for -N::; i,j ::; Nand i =I- j by the
disjointness of the sets hi(W) and hJ(W). This implies that we can write
N N
1 - g = 1 - L (3J(go) = IT (1 - (3J(go)) .
J=-N J=-N
Then we have
Set TJ = {-N, .. . , -I} U{ j, ... , N}. Then we can write
uJ(l - g) = [u(l- go)]J IT (1- (3i(gO))'
iETj
Since u(l - go) E B{y}, we have [u(l - goW E B{y}, and certainly fliET; (1- (3i(gO)) E B{y}. It
follows that u j (l- g) E B{y}. Analogously, we may write
and set Tj = {-N, ... , -j + I} U 0, ... , N. Then we have
and so (1- g)uJ E B{y}. Finally, if -N::; j < 0, then we may write (1- g)uJ = (u-J(l- g))* and
uJ(l - g) = ((1- g)u-J)*. Using the previous argument and the fact that B{y} is closed under
adjoints, it follows that (1- g)uJ, uJ (1- g) E B{y} for -N ::; j < O. This completes the verification
of condition (4c), and completes the proof. o
The following definition is a simplified form of a more general definition, introduced in
[50] I where the tradal state space T(A) is replaced by the set QT(A) of normalized quasitraces on
A. Since our C*-algebras of interest are nuclear, these two sets are equal in our situation.
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Definition VI.12. Let A be a stably finite unital nuclear C'-algebra. For T E T(A), define
1. For r E [0,00), we say that A has 'r-comparison if whenever a, b E Moo (A) satisfy dT(a) <
r + dT(b) for all T E T(A), then a;:5 b.
2. The radius of comparison of A, denoted rc(A), is the number
rc(A) = inf {r E [0,00): A has r-comparison}.
If this set is empty (A does not have r-comparison for any r 2: 0), then we define rc(A) = 00.
3. If rc(A) = 0, we say that A has strict comparison of positive elements.
Proposition VI.13. For y E X, we have rc(B) ::; rc(B{y}).
Proof. We have already seen that B{y} is large in B by Theorem VI.ll. Since B is nuclear,
Definition VI.4 is equivalent to Definition 2.2 of [43]. Therefore Lemma 2.4 of [43] implies that
B{y} is also quasitracially large in the sense of Definition 2.1 there. Now the stated result follows
by Theorem 4.5 of [43]. D
We conclude by presenting classification results for B{y} and B that we have not yet been
able to prove. The first of these, at the very least, seems reasonably accessible and can be combined
with our results to produce useful new ones.
Conjecture VI.14. IfY C X is closed with int(Y) =/:. 0, then By = C*(Z,C(X,A),(:J)y has
strict comparison of positive elements.
If this result holds, then we obtain strong information about the structure of the Cuntz
semigroups for B{y} and B.
Theorem VI.15. Suppose that y E X, and that Conjecture VI.14 holds. Then B{y} has strict
comparison of positive elements. Consequently, B has strict comparison of positive elements as
well.
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Proof. By Corollary V.14 and Proposition VI.6, B{y} is a simple direct limit of a unital direct
system (An, ¢n), where each An is a recursive A-subhomogeneous algebra of the form An = BYn
for some Yn C X closed with int(Yn ) f= 0. If the result of Conjecture VI.14 holds, then each An
has strict comparison of positive elements, so that rc(An ) = 0 for all j. Then
lim inf rc(A,J = 0,
n->oo
and Theorem 5.3 of [52] implies that B{y} has strict comparison of positive elements. Now
Proposition VI.13 implies that B has strict comparison of positive elements as well. 0
It seems likely that a direct proof of Theorem Vl.15 can be given, so that B{y} has strict
comparison of positive elements, even if it turns out that By does not have strict comparison of
positive elements for more general sets Y. If such a direct argument does exist, it is also possible
that it can be adapted to show that By has strict comparison of positive elements when Y is a
finite set consisting of points with disjoint orbits.
The interest in the Cuntz semigroup lies in its usefulness as an invariant in the classification
theory of simple, separable, nuclear C*-algebras; in particular, it can distinguish between certain
C*-algebras with the same Elliott invariant. However, it can be considerably more difficult to
compute. (See [51] for a discussion of its importance to classification theory and an example that
justifies the claim about its computability.) Strict comparison of positive elements allows us to
identify the Cuntz semigroup of a C*-algebra with a more tractable set. More precisely, let A be a
simple, unital, nuclear, stably finite C*-algebra, let V(A) be its Murray-von Neumann semigroup
of projections in Moo(A) (this is a subsemigroup of W(A)), and let LAffb(T(A))++ denote the
set of lower semicontinuous real affine functions on T(A) that are bounded and strictly positive.
Then we define a map ~: W(A) -> LAffb(T(A))++ by ~((a))(T) = dr(a), where dr(a) is defined in
Definition VI.12. Then if A has strict comparison of positive elements, the map
id u ~: V(A) U W(A) -> V(A) ULAffb(T(A))++
is a semigroup order embedding by Theorem 5.6 of [52]. Thus in the case where A has strict
comparison of positive elements, W(A) is identified in a structure-preserving way with a subset
of LAffb(T(A))++. An even more powerful result that we hope is true would be a generalization
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of Theorem 0.2 of [53]. Let Z denote the Jiang-Su Algebra, which is a simple, separable, unital,
infinite-dimensional, nuclear C*-algebra having the same K-theory as the complex numbers te, and
is strongly self-absorbing (in particular, Z 18> Z ~ Z). A C*-algebra A is called Z-stable if there
is an isomorphism A 18> Z ~ A. The property of Z-stability appears to be intimately connected to
the question of whether or not a simple, separable, nuclear C*-algebra is classified by its Elliott
invariant. Again, see [51] for a discussion of this.
Conjecture VI.16. The crossed product C*-algebras C*(Z, C(X, A), (3) are Z-stable; that is, there
is an isomorphism
C*(Z, C(X, A), (3) 18> Z ~ C*(Z, C(X, A), (3).
Whether Conjecture VI.16 is true or not is much less certain than Conjecture VI.14.
Winter [56] believes that the problem is likely to be very difficult. In particular, one must show
that for each x E X, the crossed product C*(Z,A,Qx ) is Z-stable. To proceed in the same manner
as [53], we must also be able to obtain information about the decomposition rank of the algebras
B{y} and B{Yl,Yd (where Yl =J- Y2). It is far from clear that this is possible, and a worthwhile
question in its own right.
Conjecture VI.17. For Y c X, with Y = {y} or Y = {x,y} where x =J- y, the C*-algebra By
has finite decomposition rank in the sense of (57). The formal definition of decomposition rank is
quite technical, but it should be thought of as a version of noncommutative covering dimension; in
particular, dr(C(X)) = dim(X).
The desired result for the structure of the crossed product C*-algebras C*(Z,C(X,A),f3)
is an analogue of the main theorem from [24]. In order to carefully state it, we require some
additional machinery.
Definition VI.18. For a compact convex set D., let Aff(D.) denote the space of all continuous
affine functions f: D. -> lit For a C* -algebra A, let V(A) be its Murray von-Neumann semigroup,
and let Ko(A) be the Grothendieck group ofV(A). Define a map
PA: Ko(A) --> Aff(T(A))
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Conjecture VI.19. Suppose that the map PH: Ko(B) ~ Aff(T(B)) of Definition VI.18 has
dense range. Then B ::= C* (Z, C(X, A), 13) is a simple unital C* -algebra with tracial rank zero that
satisfies the Universal Coefficient Theorem (compare with Theorem 4·6 of (24J).
An affirmative answer to this conjecture would provide a large new collection of classifiable
C* -algebras, arising as the crossed product C*-algebras of algebras which are neither commutative,
nor simple, nor necessarily containing many projections. Previous classification work on crossed
products has frequently assumed at least one of these conditions on the underlying C*-algebra. As
we have seen, the tradal quasi-Rokhlin property was formulated specifically for the study of such
C*-algebras and their associated crossed products.
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